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Vernon Jarrett, the nationally 
syndicated columnist for the 
Chicago Sun· Times, came to 
Bridgewater State College fast 
Wednesday to join us in the con-
tinuing celebration of Black His-
tory Month. Mr. Jarrett is a 
founding father of "Olympics of 
the Mind", the NAACP spon-
sored program promoting black 
ex".ellence in high schools, the 
founder and past president of the 
National Association of Black 
Journalists, and a former visit-
ing' professor of history at 
Northwestern University. He 
has been a journalist for twenty 
five years and is considered a 
foremost authority on black 
politics in the United States. 
Blapk History Month, origi-
read as a child in Mississippi and 
recalled that none of these con-
tributions were ever mentioned. 
· How are people to learn these 
and other factors that make up a 
more balanced picture of our 
history when they are not 
taught? This is part of Mr. Jar-
rett's message. the message 
expounded by Black History 
Month. 
February 25, 1985 vol-LIX no 4 
--... ~~y Negro History 'Neek, was 
fou.nded by Dr. CarterG. Wood-
son in 1915 to promote the study 
and dissemination·of the signifi-
cant contributions made by 
blacks to Amerfoan history. Did 
you know that Crispus Attucks, 
one of the people killed in the 
Boston Massacre of 1770· was a 
black man? That there were over 
5000 black soldiers in the Revo-
lutionary War, many of whom 
received. commendation for their 
valor by General George 
Washington? That Peter Salem, 
the hero of the Battle of Breed's 
Hill (where the Bunker Hill 
Monument stands) was black? 
That some 87 ,000 blacks fought 
The lecture, made possible by 
the Student Union Program 
Coommittee, unfortunately did 
not have the desired turnout due 
to resche"ctuiing difficulties, but 
Mr. Jarrett's message was well 
received by those in attendance. 
He focused in on racial and eth-
·nic problems that confront 
America and traced their devel-
opment against an historical 
backdrop by pointing out si·gnif-
icant instances and contradic-
tions that are part of our nation's 
history. He went on to succinctly 
define racism as the "necessity of 
one group to explain· the 'infe;. 
riority' ofanothergroup/'This is 
a pattern that' has repeated itself 
all too many times in our some-
Vernon Jarrett meets 
· courageously for both sides in 
the Civil War?? Jarrett spoke 
a·bout the history texts that he 
times maligned history ever since 
the "necessary evil" was initiated 
in this country. This is an atti-
t~de which Jarrett pointed out 
through numerous examples 
where one group (usually upper-
/ middle class whites) has sub-
jected another group to fierce 
discrimination when they came 
to the "land of opportunity"; 
African, Chinese, Japanese, Ital...; 
ian, Irish, German, Solvakian, 
Croations, Greek, Catholic, 
Jew, etc. are all -included at one 
time or another. This attitude 
conti~ues · today with nearly . 
every ethnic· group that is 
defined as "inferior" by society. 
Isn't it peculiar that we all have 
an ethnic ancestry, likely from a 
group that was or is discrimi-
nated against, yet we still dis-
criminate against others? 
According to Mr. °Jarrett, in 
every case people and society 
have found . explanations and-
justifications for such behavior. 
Thomas Jefferson, for exa.mple, 
one of the greatest geniuses and 
Photo by Panlmie Berkovits 
Jst V.P. John J. Beaton, j,_ Senators-at-Large Mike Yo/pone and Tom Foley 
humanitarians of all time, faced 
this serious contradiction within God's will and that a reward 
himself. Jarrett noted "you are awaited them in heaven if they 
not talking about an ordinary· were good on earth. Although 
man but you could see how even , this idea was absurd, there was a 
he ~ould become hooked on rationale that justified the prac-
sla very to the extent that he tice an~ pe~ple generally 
couldn't get rid of his slaves. a~cepted it. Society, then as well 
Even in death he willed some to as now, has had· to· reexamine 
rel~tives!" Jefferson's society "justified" and "explained,; 
believed that blacks were inher- standards .. 
ently inferior and in fact they . Ve!non Jarrett brou_ght to 
were not everi considered or· hght many of the problems fac-
treated lik~ people. Then society ing blacks an? other dis;rimi-
explained to the slaves them- nat~d gr?:1PS m t~~ 19~0 s and 
selves, in the name of christian- their poht1cal ram1f1cat1ons. He 
ity, that their position in life was cont. p.5 
By 
Timothy Driscoll 
Managing Editor Elections 
The votes have- been tabulated 
and it is official!!!! The newly 
elected Student Government 
Association members are as fol-
lows; John J. Beaton Jr. first 
Vice President with 220 votes~ 
Mike Volpone with 133 vote~; 
and Tom Foley with 123 votes as 
Senators-at-large, Greg Mathis 
Senator, Class of 85' with 36 
votes· and last, but certainly not 
least Jacqui. Gravel Senator 
Class. of 87' with 63 votes. · 
According to . Dan Darcey; 
S.G.A. elections director ''The 
voter turn out was a dismal 
.04%." The overwhelming 
majority of voters were campus 
residents. Especially members of 
- the Class of 1987". 
·he .term of Student Trustee will 
oe held on March 4th and 5th in 
front of the Book Store. The 
.four canidates running for this 
position are Carrie Kulick, Con- . 
nie Nadeau, Mary Hatch, and 
~teve Diclemente. 
The Comment would like to 
take time to Congratulate the 
S.G.A.'s newly elected members 
and wish them all the best of luck 




SGA Notebook 6 
Entertainment 9 
Sports io ... 12 · 
Living 13-lS 
·New members will be sworn in 
·by Chief Justice of the Student 
,Court PatI;ick Menses, on Tties~ 
day Feb. 26 at 6:00. All students 
are invited to attend. 
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letters to the editor ••• 
Drunk Driving 
" :from the one and only Com-
hnent ! After all it's only a bear's 
~business but it can be yours too! 
Letter to the Editor, i Want to keep track of the 
Drinking and driving is a ~ ~GA? There is full page cover-
serious issue. This problem ~ ~age on election day and full 
seems to be getting extensive.§ To All Dining Area Students: 5ctetails from every meeting in the 
media coverage these days. It is ~ 1 ld I'k dd . h SGA Notebook where there's a'. h. h f" 11 • wou 1 e to a ress t e . F.. d so met mg t at e 1ects us a . : . . bl . d. . warm hearted greeting. m out 
Why are people still being killed? ! mcreasiTnhg pro ebml m obu~ mtinhg who represents our school in col-
Th "I , h ,, . : areas. e pro em emg e . . . e t wont appen to me att1- : d' h t d k' 1 ft lege poht1cs!· . . . : 1s es rays an nap ms e on · d h 
tude stnkes agam. Many claim "I s th t bl ' Make our voices hear sot at ' 
can drive better when I'm ~ le .a hes. 'bTt f ach :we.can work together. Overall, a 
drunk." or ''I'm not drunk.". ~ ; is t e res~on:it 1 ; y 0 ~heir~ brilliant effort where you are free 
The problem is that people are ~anbl eyery stu ent ·blo eavde"tion ~to Comment on just about 
k' "bT f =ta e ma respec a econ i . : . 1 nhot. dta. i:ig resp?ns1 I1f1ty or ~This problem must be solved E anythmg. 
t e1r nvmg practices. you are ; . d' 1 : d . k. . DONPT DRIVE' y :1mme rnte y. . . : . K 
.rm mg. . · 0 1:1r ~ Only with the total coopera-.! Men ruse 
life and the hves of others are m : . f h d ry· student: The views expressed as Com-b d :tion o eac an eve : 
your an s. . . . ~can we achieve this goal. I wish ·5 mentaries and Letters to the Edi-
We all have fnends ?r .family ho Thank You for your assist-~ to,r are soley the opinions of the 
that have been the ·victims of : . th" tt : author and are not necessarifr 
d . k. 1 . I . . • ance m is ma er. : • · rm mg re ated accidents.. t _1s : s· 1 : those 0 .r The Comment its Edi-. : mcere y, : 'J · • 
the most heartshattem~g way .to ~ tors or its Staff 
say goodbye. Yet this reality David Zeoli ·.....,... 
doesn't alter our society's driving ie"""' Food Service Director habits. Friends and family die . 
Tillinghast Hall .....,... because of this vice. Remember ""?' 
your Jost friends next time you ~ 
drive to a party! ~ 
Kristina Robbins ~/ 
. ic { 
................................................................ .:. .............................................................. ~ 
Kiddie Camp? 
I have a gripe. It's about the 
Horace Mann Auditorium in 
Boyden Hall. What's wrong with 
the Horace Mann Auditorium? 
It's a mess, that's what's wrong. I 
always believed that persons in 
sible v1s1tors of the Horace 
Mann Auditorium get no enjoy-
ment at the trash you leave 
behind. 
The Horace Mann Audito-









As the weather gets warmer it seems that people become less 
conscientious about the college campus. With the snow gone it is a 
much more visible problem. (The area grounds have trash all ov-er 
them.) While I'm on the subjest of trash, let's talk ab~:rnt the 
conditions of the Commuter Cafeteria and Tillinghast. Trash, the 
remains of the days cuisine. and God knows what else, are left 
around on the tables, chairs and floors. ,Cafeteria. workers (one of 
which I was for two days, but quit because I couldn't take the 
mess) clean up after the people who consciously choose to be a 
burden to their fellow students. In a crowded dinning facility it is 
often hard·to find a clean space to sit. 
If Tilly were meant to be a restaurant (a place where people wait 
on you), it would have been called the Chateau de Till instead of 
Tillinghast Dining Hall, and this wouldn't be Bridgewater State 
College. 
For the people who are faithful tray taker uppers,! applaude 
you for your consideration.(Mom would be proud.} For those 
who do not, may the Deas of a thousand camels infest your 
armpits the next time you don't bring your tray up! 
Seriously though, the problem has escalated to the point where 
it is becoming a Herculean task to keep the areas clean. 
ess of six or seven ears of a e 
could clean tip a ter themselves, 
apparently not. I have an acting 
class on Tuesday I Thursday a1 
twelve, and when my class and I 
arrive, the place looks like a kid-
die camp. Either that or a trash 
compactor has broken down and 
spewed its contents all over tht 
* 
While we are on the subject of grass (we weren't, but we are 
~-'IB-rfl'OWTP\ease"ta>ke-the effurt'tO'Wffl'~'°"he>ee1nent patl'l oillys m fl'i~ 
rat race, put their feet up, and iiC ic 
enjoy a little quiet time, hope-. ~ .~ 
quadrangle. (They are there for a purpose!!) With graduation 
approaching it 1is especially important to take the extra effort to 
fully in peaceful, clean _...., ":t keep our campus Beautiful. . If we all just take a little extra time we could all benefit from a 
Campus .in which we all ca11; take pride. suroundings. ""?' ""J' Do you throw your trash on -1< 1l 
the floor at. home? ,If so, maybe * COMMENCEMENT _...., D.eadl1·nes 
you're just a plam old slob. _...., ""J' 
(Don't subject the rest of us to :::C -f< Monday: 
it). If not, why do it here? ""?' ic Advertisements 
I don't live on campus but this iC Friday, May 24 ~ Thursday: 
auditorium. 
Styrofoam cups, discarded 
papers, chewing gum wrappeni 
candy wrappers, WHAT DO 
THESE THINGS HA VE 11\" 
COMMON? They all live on the 
Door of the Horace Mann Audit-
orium. It's disg\lsting. Is it too 
much to ask an eighteen or nine-
teen year old to pick up their 
trash or is the concept of clean-
ing up after oneself just too diffi-
cult for their minds to grasp? . .,. 
college is home to many. Keep it ~ ""?' All other material 
tidy. Have a litle maturity. This ~ 11 :00 ~.m. ic All submissions must be received by 2:00 
is not nursery school. It is col- ""?' iC p.m. 
Iege, a place for (responsible??) -il;_illa ... -.-. -.-. -. -.......... -. -. -. -. -. -. -. --.. lili..11.•••••im••••••••••••••••••lllm adults. Respect your college. . .. 
Respect your fellow classmates. 
If you're one of the ones who 
throw trash on the floor, what I 
want to know is, what's your 
excuse? 
Irresponsibility?· Yes, there is vendin,g machine 
in the basement of Boyden Hall 
near the entrance of he Horace 
Mann Auditorium. And yes, the 
auditorium is~ a quiet relaxing 
place to have a snack. I~ yo~ do 
eat ·a· snack in the aud1torrnm, 
Inability? 
Inconsideration? 
If any of the three above, or a 





belong in college. 
don't be a slob; pick up your Nancy Roberson 
trash!!!! Or is it too heavy for 
you to carry to the garbage. can, • .......................................................... 'II .. .. 
which can't be r:ior7 than 300 i Congratulations 
feet from the aud1tonum doors? e 
The trash probably came from 5 D Ed' 




Layout and ·Design 
Photography Editor 
Circulation 
too much to have it carried backs I think that we owe a round of Staff: Douglas Benson, Roger Spring, Kristina Robbins, Joanne 
to the same area? There's a trash· Pasquinelli, Deidre Dillman, Sandy Scoppettoulo, Ellen Harnish, 
can right next to the vending applause for the Comment and Pammie Berkovits, Kevin Dwyer, Laurie Vespa, Mark Avery,· 
machl.ne. Wh1'ch is where gar- its outstanding staff! It offers p H ' Ph'l M D II G M th" D G . II 
f informative features· that grab eggy ayes, 
1 ac ouga ' . reg a is, an rm11e ' 
bage belongs, not on the floor o Laura Clark, Pat Moynihan, .Mike Jankowski, Laura Sironen, 
. Michelle Lombardo 
John J. Beaton.Jr. 
Tony Fagen 
Francisco J. Meneses 
Pammie Berkovits 
Dave Cormier 
Business Manager . 
.., Francisco J. Meneses 
Advertising Manager · 
Roberta Bena the Horace Mann Aµditorium. the reader's attention and spark R 11 D h t Sh C. t M'k St Ell Ch 1. our interest. How about the usse . oug er y, . an re e, . l e orey, en . eva ier, 
Be accountable for your trash. Kim Murphy .\ · '1'o 
It's not for'the responsible stu- ;.~.;est~fct ~~I~~~~r 1~~:e~~:~ 1-........ _. _ _._ .... ____________________________ ........ -~ 
dents here at B.S.C. to take care " bl 'th 1 The Comment is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving.the academ'ic community of Bridgewater.State College, 
oftrashtheydon'tleave.Norisit E x:ianyhpro emsdwi. y?our rea-
. hons lpS or aca enucs Face it 'Editorial .Policy· is determined fiby the Editor-in-Chi.cf in Co.nsultation with the Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material .. herein is • fair to the custodial staff. Have a 5 · · 11 f h 1 • . -
. l . d f f your fel- 5 ---a 0 US a Ve. prohibitedW.ithout the expressed written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted become the property of The Comment. 
htt e consl era LOll . or . • E The Sports": coverage always Letters to the Editor are encouraged, but may be' limited to 250 words or less and-should be typed. Letters, classified advertisemen_ts and all 
low students and. human beings. s. comes out on· top and tha.t's why· 
Don't throw your trash on the :: . . . . . other written materials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available upon request. Any person wishing to join The Comment 
. · . . . h ! ·.we can gnn and bear 1t! y OU can should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be addre~sed to The Comment, Student floor. If you can't make it tot. e ·1 follow all of the BSC teams from 
waste bask~t, put the t:ash. 1~, the sidelines to the field. You get Union Building, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater.MA ~2324. Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 21.58. 
your pocket. It's ~?t. ~ike . it 8 ·=·all of the scores and catch all· of 
going to burn a ·hOie 10 your i the action even with the; ~ros "p6cker:~Thfl;la:sses· and respon- i · · · · · · · r 
'. 




In his State of the Union 
Address a few weeks back, Presi-
dent Reagan sent the . rallying 
call for a "second American 
Revolution." With patriotic fer-
vor swelling in his smooth Irish 
tenor, the president brought 
Congress_ to its'f eet more times 
than Larry Bird does a sellout 
crowd at the Garden. 
. I was watching and I was 
moved. A. proud feeling stirred 
in my heart for the images of 
decency and humanity the presi-
dent described: a strong Amer-
ica, ready and able to defend 
democracy anywhere it exists 
and anytime it is threatened; an 
America . w)1ere people work 
hard to earn a decent living for 
themselves and a better one for 
their children; an America where 
"All men are created equal" and 
treated thusly; ·or, in the words of 
Prsident Harry S. Truman, "the 
greatest Republic the world has 
ever ever known." 
I cheered for the USA and for 
all that this country can and 
should stand for. The speechwri-
ters did a bang-up job, and the 
president delivered the red, 
white, and blue rhetoric better 
than any other since Kennedy. 
The performance was both . 
inspirng and 'inspired. · 
Days later, while cleaning my 
room, I picked up a copy the 
Globe that covered the State of 
the Union Address, and read it 
with some after-the-fact objec-
tivity. The rhetoric still retained 
its inspirational tone, but lost 
much of its impact in black and 
white print.The president;waved 
the flag and made everythig seem 
like it was going perfectly · 
according to plan. He told us 
what his Administration has 
done for the country, but never 
specifically mentioned any 
course we must now follow. 
Without vision, without direc-
tion, revolution and progress 
will strangle each other. 
The American Revolution of 
Jefferson, Washington.Madi-
son, and Franklin was an 
enlightened course embarked 
upon by brilliant men,, true 
"fathers of our country." These 
men of genius set the mecha!lics · 
in motion for what has become 
the greatest force on this planet: 
the United States of America. 
These men avowed basic. beliefs 
in human rights, in the name of 
"Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 
Happiness." . The country was 
small, the philosophy behind it 
was new, dynamic, and innately 
good. This philosophy led to the 
original American Revolution, 
and I think it can lead to the 
Second. -But it won't b as easy as 
the current president makes it 
sound. . 
If the United States is again to 
establish itself as a force of good, 
of success, progress, and change, 
then it must practice what it 
preaches. Fishermen and sailors 
in Nicaraguan ports are not 
going to think too highly of the 
country that mines its harbors. 
The people of Iran were duped 
into revolution by a fanatic holy 
"Tian who blamed that country's 
problems on the Shah-the 
often brutal opprssor- who was 
supported by the United States. 
In many parts of the world, then, 
we are looked upon with disdain; 
we are accused and guilty of sup-
porting men like Ferdinand 
Marcos, the tyrant of the Phili-
pines, and others in the world 
who are anything but disciples of 
democracy. If we ar~ going to 
win an ideological war against 
communism on this earth, we 
must start leading by example. 
Within this land, while "allies" 
like Britain's Prime Minister 
Thatcher come and praise our 
economic vitality, people are 
homeless in the streets, people 
are starving in projects, ghettos, 
and small mountain towns 
across America. Kids who want 
to make something of them-
selves enter an educational sys-
tem which prepares them for 
l,ittle; parents who want to help 
send those. ill-prepared kids to 
college can't always afford to. 
People still hate others solely 
because they are of a different 
color or religion or ethnic back-
round. This country is not half of 
· ·what. it could be. The potential 
for American growth and dyna-
mism remains higher than that 
of any other country. 
Like Kennedy's New Frontier, 
Reagan's Second Revolution 
possesses the qualities of pride, 
patriotism, and progress that 
can change this world. But if 
we're to succeed in our cause, we 
must be courageous, we must 
have faith, and paramountly, we 
must have vision. "I tip my hat to 
the new revolution, take a vow 
-for the new constitution, smile 
and grin at the changes all 
around, get out my guitar and 
play, just like yesterday, then l 
get on my knees and pray: we 
don't get fooled again!! -THE 
WHO. 
The situation is right for a 
country to seize the "course of 
human events" and direct· them 
toward a brighter , safer future 
for the entire world. That coun-
try is us.· 
c· . . 
·Senior Portraits 
• • 
Studio I will be on campus February 26, 27, 28, 
also March 26 and 27 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.in the 
. Make-up Jloom at the StudentUnion Bldg. 
If you are planning to have your portrait taken 
elsewhere, please do so before Spring Break. The 
picture must be a black & white glossy, 3"x5" in size. 
Your name, major, sports, must be indicated with 
the picture.- The portraits can be given to The 
Comment secretary between 9 a.m. & 2 p.m., 
{Mon.-Fri.) or. mailed to The Comment. 
Re~ember. Spring Break is the deadline! 
• c Oil • II . ·- l I • 
In the midst of our Compset 
crisis last week the names under 
the AssociaLe Justices were 
crossed. We The Comment Staff 
would like to apologize for our 
mistake and any inconvience this 
may have caused for either Asso-
ciate Justice Murray or Mello .. 
Associate Justice Jack Murray 
Associate Justice Steve Mello 
Editorial note: 
I would like to make a special 
apology to Associate Justice 
Jack Murray for the poor judge-
ment in the printing oflast weeks 
photo. There was no excuse, and 
l won't try to make any. (Jack 
you have a .good head on your 
shoulders , no matter whose 
shoulders it's put on.) I was 
solely responsible for the 
misrepr~sentation. 





As February draws to ~ close 
this week, so will end Catholic 
Press Month here in the United 
-States. Set aside every year by 
the National Conference of 
Catholic Bishops, the month is 
devoted to Catholic Diocesean 
and Archdiocesean newspapers 
and pe.riodicals in order to show 
how the press is covered in the 
Catholic Church. 
The town of Bridgewater is 
under the a us pie s of the Archdi-
ocese of Bost01, and is covered 
by The Pilot, the official news-
paper of the Archdiocese. This 
past year, along with the cover-
age of the National Catholic 
News Service, as well as the com-
munications offices in Rome, at 
the Vatican, and in the Archdiq-
cese in Boston, the Roman 
Catholic Church has made the 
news through the meetings of the 
Pope, as well as the visit by 
North· American Bishops to 
Waiting 
Cuba. The Most Rev.· Bernard 
F. Law, D.D., Boston's Archbi-
shop, was amongst one of the 
bishops who travelled to meet· 
with Cuba:n President Fidel 
Castro. 
Now, as n..>man Catholics 
throughout the United States, 
and the ·world, enter into the 
reflective season of Lent, most of 
the coverage in the Catholic 
newspapers will focus on pov-
erty, hunger, and economic 
hardship. In his Ash Wednesday 
address to the world, Pope John 
Paul II emphasised that Cathol-
ics around the world should look 
to focus their lives upon these 
basic ideals. 
We salute The Pilol.; as well as 
all Cath , c newspapers 
throughout the United States 
and the world in celebrating 




The Robert S. Mello Memor- . nia. A 1979 graduate·. of Ply-
ial Fund of Bridgewater State mouth High School, h.e .. also 
Co-Hege is sponsoring its first worked as an announcer for 
performance on Tuesday, Feb- WPLM in Plymouth. 
ruary 26 in the Maxwell Library · The Trinity Rep Conservatory 
Lecture. Hall at .8:00 pm. will perform Samuel Beckett's 
The Trinity Rep Conservatory modern master-piece, Waiting 
of Providence; Rhode Island, for Godot, in the Maxwell 
will perform Waiting for Godot Library Lecture Hall. The per-
in memory of Robert S. Mello, a formance, open to the public, 
1983 graduate of B.S.C., who will begin at 8:00 p.m. on Tues-
died in March 1984. An aytive day, February 26. Admission is 
member of Ensemble Theater in free. For more information, con-
Coliege and other drama clubs in tact Dr. Warye Theatre Arts 
high school, he had worked as a Deptarrnent at the Auditorium 
.performer for the Children's Lobby or call 697-1200 ex. 2141 
Theatre in Boston and for Busch or 697-1321. · 
Gardens in. Williamsburg, Virgi-
Put Forth a Professional Image. With a 
Personal Resl:lme' 
Several formats ~u ~. hoose from. I willeven 
help you writ~ it .. ~'ypesetting, $-10.00 per 
page. Total cost $25.00 for ·100 printed 
copies. 
Call today for a· confidential interview 94 7-6188 
BUSINESS CARDS •STATIONERY• MEMO PADS 
. P.O. BOK150, 2~ MONTELLO ST., Middl~boro, MA. 02346 
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Class·c c /fish Festival By 
Pat Afoynihan 
Staff Writer 
dant hands of "Jelly Roll" 
Nelson, the guests were "putty" 
in Santos' own talented hands. 
So three pre-selected ballads by 
What delight! A few pleasant Duke Ellington fit in perfectly 
words can readily be uttered, for here, and a number by Thelinius 
last nite was just that and more. Monk was just frosting on the 
Upon seeing the setting for cake.And that was not all, again 
"An Evening of Black chatting with his old and new 
Music",the too quick reaction "friends," as he did thruout the for many of us was perhaps, performance, Santos enriched ~s 
"What's this?". Instead of the with insight into works of his 
expected S.U. Auditorium con- own, Preludes and Bagatelles. 
cert seating being used, arrivals Most were, may I say, capti-
were ushered on stage behind vated not only buy his expertise 
closed curtains. At first impres- at the keys and the curious 
sion, it appeared the Program blending of history with black 
Commitee went with an "It'll do" music, but often with his bent to 
· approach, Apparently, they (I entertain in a unique style. He 
figured) felt differently than I definately had a grasp of the 
about the amount of interestthat situation "and a feel not just for 
would generate from this tie-in . his pleasant product, but for his 
with Black History month. So, audience; if there was any selling 
wanting to remain positive, I to be done it was clear that eve-
began to think of it as an inti- ryone :received but a sampling of 
mate little show-spot. Amongst the stock of goodies up those 
all the backstage trappings usu- musical sleeves of his, and just 
ally familar only to set-designers maybe students in the audience 
and stagecrews were one- might find themselves filling 
hundred pJush fabric chairs and, Santos' courses next semester. 
of course, the grand piano. Thus, Certainly · all were culturally 
I thought of this, instead, as a enriched, not to mention the 
chance for a close-up look at an many who obviously were emo-
artist-in-residence in a workshop tionally enthralled by what 
setting. music can be. The evening was 
It quickly became much more. captured by Brockton Continen-
A:s the appointed hour tal Cable. Perhaps Dial Access 
approached for the Evening with could get a video copy sci that the 
Professor Henry Santos from evening could be revived for the 
our own BSC Music Depart- many who were not in 
ment. additional seating was attendance. 
.hurriedly set up. There was a Leaving this memorable even-
sense in the air that perhaps this ing, thoughts of our own musical 
was to be something speciaL deficiencies were perhaps 
N.ow the .fine ·Student U 11.ion quickly dispelled for some of us 
•....• e·.••P" .. Pr.Qg&.~m," .. Cp;nmit~~J;1a,~~·······~·~lu~ . 
· underestimated the potential of can take advantage of the music 
the nurriber who might be department class-offerings. For 
attending, but they most cer- one. I'm glad we had a Black 
tainly made a wise choise in History month. Perhaps now we 
engaging Mr. Santos. Timid can press the S.U.P.C. to bring 
reviews could easily have head- hack Henry Santos for a packed 
lined: "Delightfully interesting. house encore: I have . a feeling 
informative, enlightening, that it'll be easy, they know they 
exciting!" have a winner right here on the 
The professor's backgrou~d Bridgewater State College Cam-
credentials served as:1only a hint pus. 
to the hard work this man has 
put into refining his skills and Pat Moynihan 
perfecting his craft. Yet by the 
time he'd gone from informing 
us of each composer's approach 
and innovations, revealing the 
interesting insight of L.M .. Gott-
schalk. enlightening us a, bout the 
musical works of Scott Joplin, 
and exciting us with the back-
ground sounds of two discor-
·················~········· 
•· ~ NOW SHOW1NG !! ~ !.-
: ~p A SP!CIAL FILli... • ~ 8 
• • • 
e "NOTHING BUT A MAN" : 
• • 
• 























in the Library Dial Acee$$ Viewing Room 
•A DISTINGUISHED AND MOVING OlfA,,,_.A 
CF THE P;RSONAL STIUJGGL.E OF A SOUTHERN BLACK MAN 
AND HJ~ WIFE IN A HOSTILE SOCIETY.• 
)JON'T MISS THIS' Ill.Ml! 
EVERYONE IS INVITED TO ATT.END !! 
FR.EE ADMISSION AND REFRESHMENTS 
SPONSOHEO SY THf! JrUOHlt1 UNIO~ PROGflAM COMMITTEE 
IN COOPERA TJON WITH 8. S. C. 

























Report from the President 
.C.Hll~!·A 
SLIDE 
PRESENT A _Tl ON 
Mot). Feb. Z5 at 7:30 
Library Lecture Hall 
The second annual Irish Festi-
val will be sponsored by the Cle-
ment C. Maxwell library of 
Bridgewater State College on 
Thursday, March 7al3:00 P.M. 
in the heritage Room of the 
Library. 
The festival will salute the 
800th anniversary for the City of 
Cork with a program including 
three speakers, greetings from 
Patrick Curran of the Boston 
Irish Consulate, traditional Irish 
music provided by musicians 
from Comholtas Ceoltoiri 
Eireann, and a reception featur-
ing an Irish fashion show by 
Delores Boylan and Cait- Skelly, 
along with delici.ous Irish 
delicacies. 
Following a welcome by 
Dr.Owen T.P. McGowan, Max-
well Librarian, and Consul Cur-
ran's greetings, Professor John 
Murphy, former Senator in the 
Dail Eireann (Irish parliment) 
and chairperson of the history 
department at University Col-
lege Cork, will speak on "Ireland 
and the 20th Century". Professor 
Murphy is the author of "The 
History of Cork", recently pub-
lished by Gill and Macmillan. 
Professor Murphy, who is 
presently a visiting professor in 
the Irish Studies Program at 
Stonehill College of North 
Easton, will be introduced by 
Professor Maureen Connolly of 
the Bridgewater English 
Department. 
"Cork Writers" will be the 
~opic of Di:. Frank Phelan, "'~? 
College in ~forth Easton. Author 
of the novel, "Four Ways of 
Computing Midnight", to be 
Published in April, Phelan will 
be introduced by Dr. Charles 
Fanning of the Bridgewater Eng-. 
lish Department. 
Bernard Aspinwall, an inter-
nationally recognized expert on 
immigration and a member of 
the faculty of the University of 
Glasgow, will speak on immigra-
tion patterns affecting the Uni-
ted States. He is the author ·of, 
"Portable Utopia: Glasgow and 
the United States, 1820-1920", 
published in 1984 by Aberdeen 
University Press. Dr. McGo-
wan, Maxwell qbrarian, will 
introduce Aspinwall. 
Festival exhibits will feature 
the photography of Dr. John 
Droge, of the Bridgewater Art 
department, focusing on Irish. 
landscapes; and the potography 
of Frank Dalton and Maura 
Koutougian, depicting the peo-
ple of freland. The festival is 
open to the public, and admis-
sion is free. For more informa-
tion, call 697-:-1334 
YOU'RE WANTED!!! 
For knowing stories and not submitting them to The Comment . 
Having pictures of interes to the college communjty and not sharing 
Having creative writing talents and not telling ~nyone · 
REW ARD: UNLIMITED 
:~..,;!:•~,,~"';;~ . ..;,:.~~ .;::;.,_,:~:::~·i:::.i. ~~:.i'.:::i~. :~.;:;:~\. i;:.:. ;;J;:,~-~.:;.; :i:,;,t .. :,~~ ~!.. ''.,/.;·;: ... ' : ... ::::<~ .-,,.::·,· ... : ... 
, ... ; .... ~ • ., ••• ..,.,.. ••• -., •. ., ........... ., ., .... - •• 'Ill' •• 
' inteffiotional news 
in brief •• · •••••••••• 




Fighting in Southeast Asia continues. Sources in both Thailand 
and Cambodia say that Vietnamese troops have overrun 600 
Cambodian guerrillas. The Thai army says that the Vietnamese 
are ll:siqg poison gas in their campaign to conquer the rebels. 
Officials say poison gas was found in four Vietnamese rockets that 
Iar:ded in Thailand. 
Polish officials say they will not arrest Solidarity Union 
founder Lech Walesa. He h·as refused to call off a nationwide 
strike and officials feel that he is hoping to get attention by being 
arrested. A government spokesman says that by detaining 
Walesa, the Polish government would become a laughing stock. 
After New Zealand refused to let U.S. nuclear powered and 
nuclear armed warships dock in its' ports, the United States 
cancelled six joint military training exercises. Prime Minister 
David Large will be in Washington this week to explain New 
Zealand's anti-nuclear policies. 
Republican Senator Alfonse D' Amato (NY) says he is certain 
that Dr. Joseph Mengle is alive and living in Paraguay. He says he 
has the documents to back up his claim. ~engele was better 
known as the "Angel of Death" when he was a physician at 
Auschwitz, a Nazi -concentration camp. H~ is accused of being 
responsible for the deaths and maiming of thousands of Jews. 
T?e search continues for Drug Enforcement Agency agent 
Enrique Camarena, who was kidnapped in Mexico two weeks 
ago. Border guards have been searching cars ·entering the U.S. 
Originally searching all cars, the guards have restricted their 
searches to vehicles of foreigners. The Mexican Police have been 
putting heavy pressure on anyone who was or is connected with 
the ~rug ~rade. Seven otJ:!er Americans are missing from the 
Mexican cxty of Guadalajara and the State Department is consid-
ering wt}ether to add ·that city to its list of travel advisaries. 
Reports also show that contracts have been put out on agents in 
Colombia in retaliation for successful busts of key Colombian 
drug traffickers. 
President Reagan continues to urge Congress to resume financ-
ing of the rebels who are fighting Nicaragua's Sandinista govern..; 
ment. Congress stopped the funding lat fall after the CIA had 
already sp~nt $75 million on the'. rebels over.~ three year period. 
However, ma radio broadcast by rebel leader Adolfo Portocar-
rero said that while_ the aid is useful, itwiil not affect the outcome 
of the fighting. He feels that the Sandinistas are weakening and 
will fall soon. Portocarrero said the U.S~ money is not "crucial;' 
because of other undisclosed sources. 
In a related story, the Nicaraguan government says it fears an 
invasion by U.S. and Hondouran forces. The two nations are 
- carrying out joint military maneuvers near the Nicaraguan 
border. In response, the Sandinistas have rushed troops to the 
border areas. 
Reporter Jere my Levin is back in the U.S. and is a self declared 
"born again American". He was held for eleven months by the 
AMAL group Shiite Moslems in Beruit. Levin was able to escape 
from his captors and has also appealed to captors of four other 
Americans for·their release. Although they are Shiite Moslems, 
they are not the same faction that held Levin. 
In- other Middle East news, a car bonb in Beruit is fueling fears 
of the growing tensions berween Moslem factions. The car, loaded 
with 220 pounds of explosives, blew up in front of a Shiite Moslem 
headqua.rters killing 4 and injuring 41 others. 
Iranian warplanes attacked three ships irt the Persian Gulf in a 
spa~ of 24 hours. So,urc_es say t~e ~ranians' fe°"'. working warplanes 
- earned out the attack m retaliation for Iraqi attacks earlier this 
year. The ships were a SaudiArabian vessel, a K uwati car-rier, and 
a South Korean tanker .. 
Representatives from the United States and the Soviet Union 
met in ~eneva _for discussions on the Middle East. The meetings 
were stnctly private, as there were no news conferences ofr official 
statements. Officials in Washington say the two nations will dis-
cuss such topics as the Arab-Israeli conflict, the Soviet occupation 
of Afghanistan and the Iran-Iraq war. 
In other U.S.-Soviet news, Foreign Minister Andrei Gro-
myko says that differences between America and Russia can be 
worked out at the bargaining table. He did warn that· the "Star 
Wars" program increases the possibility of nuclear war. Arms 
talks . resume next mo.nth. · 
·sPRING BREAK RESERV- ION SEk\.lCE. 1 
~ ' 
7 nights; 8 days in Ft. Lauderdale-Florid".''s most popular 
springbreak party-from $109. Call NOW to reserve your sun-· 
filled vacation; LUV Tours 800-368-2006. Ask for Annette. 
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On February 15, elections 
were held for various MASS-
PIR G positions, with the follow-
ing people being elected: Nancy 
R o b ·er so n.,. Ch a i r person; 
Kathryn Morris, Secretary; 
Johb Hehir, Treasurer: and state 
·board representatives; Tim 
Kelly, Rich Faucher, and Kris-
tina Robbins. The at-large posi-
tions were filled by Linda 
Wallenty and David Cormier. 
BSCPIRG students recently 
attended a lecture at the UMass-
Boston campus, sponsored by 
the UM-BPIRG. Ralph Nader,· 
the nation's leading consumer 
advocate was the guest speaker. 
Last friday night MassPIRG 
students joined with chapter 
campus leaders for a student 
leadership dinner. On saturday, 
BSCPIRG students met with 
other MassPIRG students from 
across the state at Boson College 
to discuss the State House 
Watch and Hazardous Waste · 
programs. 
Up and coming for the 
BSCPIRG include a meeting 
with Jackie Lewis, a local repre-
sentative from this area, and a 
movie on Acid Rain to be .held 
one week from this Thursday 
(March 7th) at 11 :00 a.m. in the -
Demonstration Room, 3rd floOJ.:, 






Ground , work--both liter- to remedy this. Since contami-
ally and figuratively--is now nation at a dump can spread 
.under way to find a dumping site underground to various water 
m the southeast Massachusetts sources, committee members 
area, which poses a danger to are currently searchingfor maps 
the community. That's righ't-- that will help them identify prob-
BS C's MassPirg Hazardous Jem sites. Data gathered during 
Waste Committee is at it again! this project will be used in sup-
This committee was formed dur- port of the Pollution Penalties 
ing the gen'eral meeting for new Bill, now pending at the State 
membi::rs that was held on Feb- House; this bill, if passed, will 
.ruary .5t.h. Their challenge is to allow the Massachusetts 
mvest1gate a number of such Department of Environm'ental 
sites and to pinpoint the one that Quality Engineering to levy fines 
poses the most threat to its com- of up to $10,000 on companies 
munity, at which point BSC's illegally dumping waste. Check 
MassPIRG will work with other future issues of The Comment 
concerned community groups for an update on this. 
The experience garnered in a 
project of this sort can be useful 
to anyone majoring· in earth 
sciences, geography, chemistry, 
political science, urban affairs -
to name only a few. Because, 
really. this affects us all. 
cont. from p.1 
Vernon Jarret 
So - .if you were thinking of 
checking MassPlRG out and 
didn't - you're in luck! It's not 
too late. Where is MassPJRG's 
office? In the Student Union 
basement, past the Rathskellar. 
GET IN ON THIS! ·· 
shed a ray of hope, for with the 
knowledge of the roots of dis-
crimination comes the under-
standing of pcop\e ... as .i\\st 
people. 
Three black individuals who 
have ma.de significant contribu-
tions to the understanding of 
racism are l)r. Carter O.J¥o.od~ 
son, .F'rederick .. Doi.t-glas~~· .and. 
W.E. B. DuBois. If you wduld. 
like more . information consult 
the. foJJowing: Rayford W. 
Logan, Journal of Negro His-' 
tory, January, 1973; Earl E. 
Thorpe, Black Historians, 
( 1973);. Frederick Douglass. Life 
and Times of Frederick Dou-
glass, (1891); W.E.B. DuBois, 
Autobiography of W.E.B. 
DuBois, ( 1968): and The Dictio-
ary of American Biography. 
These and countless other black 
individuals are Americans that 
we all can be proud of. 
********************* 
_Geneezei,s-
Sce Crecnn &<Bciker_y 





Our new West BridgewOter Store is only 10 minutes away at t 
the Junction of Rtes··28 &.· 106 in West Bridgewat(?r. . it 
We are open until 9: '(J p.m. seuen nights per week, and we it 
feature the finest and .most l '1sty ice cream you've ever had as well as ~ 
the freshest and finest bakery products '1nywhere. · ' , """' 
-:+c Save 10% on any purchase with this ad/ t-~ 
-ii< ·ALL BREADS & ROLLS SLICED ON PREMISES 
~ NO. SCITUATE HINGHAM DUXBURY HANSON 88 Country Way Hingham Centre Hall's Corner Rtes. 27 &. 58 ..fc 545-5989 . 749-5249 934-0246 293-1313 ic .. Open 7.9 . . . Op.en 7-9 . Open 7 A.M.-6 R.M. · Open 9.9 ic iet:. V.ISJT OUR.NEW STORES IN WEST BfllDGEWATER. & BRO.CKTON -it ~6eneezer-s:- Z e .Ba~er-g:Budtort.Q4a.lit !:« 
**** * . ************· ·-te.;:a,,.. ......... 
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SGA Notebook 
By for hotels. The point was raised SGA report for the February 19 
Michelle Lombardo that the Chorale Society would Senate meeting. 
News Editor be practicing in their rooms, as (Oh, no! John's not here.) 
SGA report for the February i2, does the SGA funded Forensics Absent from the meeting this 
1985 Senate Meeting. Club, so that the SGA could week was Senator Lanata. Pro-
Sorry to see you missing this fund for half the hotel fees. Sena- terns filled in for Elections Direc-
week Senator Chaney,_ your tor Plotke called this line of rea- tor Darcy and Senator Gelineau. 
charm and wit was obviously saning "playing games" with (Joe Moore took a seat, and so 
absent. Seats were filled by Pro- loopholes, while Senators Quinn did Ed Miller, who has gotten to 
terns, though, for 2nd V. P. Num- and Manzo and President Law- be a, regular at the Senate table.) 
melin, and Senators Collins and rence backed Chorale Society's The minutes of the previous 
DiClemente. (Greg Mathis, Ed President Jacqui Gravel on her meeting were approved and the 
Miller, and Kim Murphy sat ·in request. The motion failed 10-6- financial report read. The Elec-
with their usual grace.) 2 and the Senate moved onto the tions Committee, Educational 
The meeting was called to Earth Science and Geography Affairs Committee, and Publica-
order, the minutes approved and Clubs trip to the Grand Canyon. tions Committee submitted 
the financial report read. Three John Lee and Chris Sellstone reports. Elections reported that 
Committees submitted reports: spoke on behalf of the Club and there are four candidates for the 
Elections, Rights and Freedoms, a unanimous motion passed positi.on of Student Trustee, and 
and Ways and Means. Most granting them $1,750. At this Publications is ready with an 
important 1in the reports was point Senator Plotke moved to SGA newsletter. 
Treasurer Lucas's assertion that suspend the order of business In his Executive Report Presi-
the Committe has been returned and introduced a motion to give dent Lawrence indicated his sup-
$5,000 from last semesters clubs the Chorale Society a smaller port of motions concerning tfie 
and that the money is available amount than they requested to transferal of funds and a dona-
for motions on the agenda. pay for transportation costs. tion the KEEP THE TOURCH 
From ·the Blue Office 
The foilowing press release 
came from President Lawrence's 
office on February 19th in 
response to the Senate meeting 
of the previous week. In his pres~ 
conference Lawrence declined to 
name the "certain senators" he 
refers to in the below statements, 
and he reiterated that a carpetted 
office is not the same as an excl-
sive SGA party. He further 
stated that the renovation plans 
came from Dr.Rick Veno, Stu-
dent Union Manager, and that 
the $3000 alloted for such reno-
vations is a spending limit. He 
also pointed out that the renova-
tions are meant to last many gen-
erations of students. 
Press Release from the office of 
the President-February 
19,1985. 
The confusion that occurred 
last week concerning the move 
across the hall and the money 
allicated to the Chorale Society 
and Earth Science and Ge.o-
graphy clubs could have been 
avoided, I believe, if certain 
senators had attended the Ways 
and Means committee meeting 
last Monday. This situation is a. 
good example of how the com-
mittee system can help make the 
meetings run more efficiently. 
Many of the questions raised on 
those issues could have been 
brought up at the Ways and 
Means meeting, but as the min.:. 
utes of that meeting show, only 
half the senators were· present. 
To avoid problems like this in 
the future, I, once again, urge 
senators to attend their commit-
tee meetings .. With issues being 
discussed and debated in com-
mittee, the meetings on T,uesday 
nights will run more efficiently. 
And .that, I believe, should be 
our goal! 
Concerning the move across 
the hall,my only concern at this 
point is that we move. The Board 
of Governors finally passed our 
proposal and we have $3000 to 
work with. As far as construc-
tion, whatever is to be done from 
now on regarding rugs, win-
dows, etc. is up to the Senate, 
'with the approval of Rick Veno 
and the Student Union. As I 
have said before, this decision to 
move to a larger area wili not 
only help this Senate, but all 
clubs, organizations and stu-
dents, along with the future 
governments at Bridgewater 
State College. 
This will help maintain the 
good working relationship that 
the members of the Senate have 
shown this semester. I believe we 
have accomplished many posi-. 
tive things in a short period of 
time and there is a good feeling 
up here in terms of the work that 
is being done. 
We are trying to make a.few 
new things work, such as the 
committee system, and it will 
take some time. But it is up to 
this Senate to make these new 
ideas work so the jobs of future 
Student Governments will be 
made easier. 
Going on to the Executive Senator Manzo motioned to LIT FOUNDA TIONto help 
Report. · President Lawrence reconcider the original question. save the Statue of Liberty. Law-
spoke on several issues. First he Again, tempers flared and rcnce again reminded Senators 
called. attention to motions to debate was heated. Treasurer to sign the Giant Postcard to Lit-
fund the Heritage Day Parade Lucas apologized to the Senate tle Buddy and ·announced he 
and the move across the hall. He for certain members of the Ways would be sending a citation to 
expressed his regret for the resig- and Means Committee who had the little boy. Lastly, Lawrence 
nations of Erik Johnson and Bill not gone to the Committee meet- read his press release (see from 
Hernon. Law r.e n c e a Is o ing and were now asking ques- the Blue Office) and ended by 
announced that he had spoke to tions that had been answered saying that building improve-
V.P. Deep on the Wood Hal! there.(The Senators who were ments are not like a party. 
Parking Situation and (Vive la listed as absent on the WM Since there was no old busi-
Victorie!) everyone is to park Committee minutes were Sena- ness,the Senate moved on to new 
wliere they did first semester. tors Plotke, Gelineau and Jenny) business. $2000 was transferred 
(Qur humble Pres thanked all The motion to reconsider failed, from confrences to Reserve. 
those who got involved.) Lastly, but the transportation costs were Then, $200 from Facilities to the 
Lawrence pron,osed the .idea of allolted. SGA. no.2 account. A donation 
the. Senate· sponsoring a gift of After a briefreccess the Senate of $250 was made to help refur-
poeket di ploma:S-·· to-·gratlua:teS"'~·reconven"erl-·7Muti"c:rtr~'t'O"'~B."t'~~h"'rti:e''Sfantel)fL115'i!fty~~it'ac.f · ·~-· · 'e"·""'S5':~,,····~---s·§i'"'''·5· .. ~·· ~~~5g~·~·~·,,.-5,···~-·~~,-~--~5S55E~§~s~~~~5~ 
which would serve· as alumni $819 to the Society for the hoc committee, was set up, to 
cards. Advancement of Management organize the move across the 
Old business only contained Science, $2,800 to increase Her- hall. (One more thing to worry 
one- motion; the establishment of itage Week funding, and $3000 about, Nadine.)The motion to 
:rn SGA award with a .QPA for the SGA office move passed except Bill Chaney's resignation 
requirement of 2.0. 1 he Senate virtually without discussion. The was accepted. 
questioned Elections Directer motoin to accept Bill Hernon's Announcements were read 
Darcj, who had sponsered the resignation as S.S.A.M. Repre- and the meeting adjuorne<}. 
motion. on the purpose. of the sentative was withdrawn, due to For the mee.ting of the 12th. 
Award. He answered that it will lack of written notice·. After the the Patience Award of the week 
enable students with an average Business listed on the agenda would have to go1:o Executive 
QPA to app1y for an award. The was finished, a motion was made Secretary Deb Sautheson, who 
motion passed. (Should we call it to allow Election's Director kept her head and managed, to 
the Darcy Award? asks the pea~ Da'r.cy, Sen.ator Berry, and Pro- hold the meeting on track des-
nut gallery.) tern Ed. Miller to change their pite a tumultuous session. That 
New Business started out voted oh the initial Chorale meeting seemed rather out of 
calmly enough, with the resigna- Society funding to "yes" from character for the new Senate; 
tion Of Erik Johnson. However, abstain no.and no respectively. Further, it emphasizes why com-
w.hen the padal funding of the_ This motion passed, nullifing the· mittee duties and attendance are 
Chorale Society's tour of transporation funding of$1,845, important. However, the meet-
.. Washington D.C. came up fot:, and passing the original motion ing of the 19th showed the 
debate, the discussion ·was for $3,045. . Senate in its true, form, 'a form 
heated.and intense. Several sena- . Announcements were read that shows the· Senate's real 
tors opposed the funding on the and the meeting adjourned. character. 
basis that the SGA cannot fund (Whew!) 
SCUBA DIVING CLASSES 
The following SGA Committee 
a pp ointments gave been· 
announced: Academin Policies -
James Nyman, Curriculum -
Linda Zigmund, and Student 
Affairs - Patrick Morin. 
SnaJ2~ ...aef t i"'fl, •••••••••• 5. 11 ·~~.!:··· Ge .. r ._., .. 
······· f 0 ······· •• ••• •th 
. .•• Wl 
•• 
AEROBICS 
J ' I/ Student Union Game Room / / 
I ••••••••••••••••• Monday-Thursday 
3 p.m.-4 p.m. 
St~rting February 18 
'SPONSORED BY S.U.P.C. 
Look into diving ... a whole 
new world is waiting! ..........................•.. ~ ................ . 
Course consists of 5 pool 
sessions, 5 class sessions and 
5 open water dives leading to 
PADI Certification, COED ages 12-60- up 
Startin!J Sun. March 3 
(except dU-ring Spring Break) 
TAUNTON HIGH SCHOOL 
Call for Details 697-6652" (p.m.) 
Limited Enrollment 
Need Transportation? Please call the above number. 
"' "' ',,,: '"• ,"', ." ,-" ,_: ... <~ '"' • - ,. " ... " - :• •• •<I -:. n'~ .: " .. ':• • "- •• • • • ' - ' • ' • ,],• 
.•. 
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Chess·Club 
Initiated At B 
By ern Massachusetts ( Connecti-
Tfmothy Driscoll cut Valley Open Chess 
Managing Editor Tournament (Gass D 1200-1399 
Sheldon Kraus, a Manage-
ment Science major with a con-
centration in Environmental 
Management, is forming a 
Chess Oub here at BSC. The 
first informal meeting will be held 
on Thursday, February 28, at 
I 1 :00 a.m. in the Student Union 
Green Room. 
He is hoping to spurn the inter-
est of all chess enthusiasts, 
regardless of skill level, in shar-
ing their common zeal for the 
age-old game. He said that sev-
eral people on campus have 
already expressed interest in 
joining the club. . 
Kraus, who started playing 
seriously in 1972 in the midst of 
the "Fisher Boom", has had 
quite a bit of experience in the 
chess circles. He was dirt:;ctor of 
the Plymouth-Carver High 
School Chess team in 1979-and 
is a past president of the Ply-
moth Rooks, a South Shore area 
club. As a player, Kraus humbly 
stated that he is "fairly good", 
with a United States Chess Fed-
eration rating ·of I 255 and climb-
ing at an average of 42 points per 
tournament. 
Most recently, fie -placed 
second in the 60th Annual West-
pts) held at Al. C. in Springfield. 
He also expects to participate in 
the 99th Rhode Island State 
Tournament in March. This past 
·summer he played at the Mar-
shall Ch.ess Oub in Manhattan, 
New York, the oldest and most 
prestigious club of its ·kind in the 
world. 
As for the Chess Oub at BSC, 
Sheldon is hoping to generate 
more interest in the game and to 
build player's strengths and 
experience. He is planning two 
tournaments for later in the 
semester in which unrated play-
ers who gain 3 points or more 
will receive an automatic one-
year membership in the United 
States Chess Federation, the 
officially sanctioned chess 
organization. 
Once again, if you enjoy chess 
as a hobby, want a break from 
studying, or want to meet people 
with similar interests, the first 
meeting of the newly formed 
club will be held on February 
28th at 11:00 in the S.U: Gr'een 
Room. For more information 
you can get in touch with Shel-
don or Tom Corbett at 697-
5399. Keep an eye open for 
flyers around campus in the 
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Rick V. from the Comedy Connec-
tion appt:ated as hos( '!/the Dating 
Game Qn FehrUar;Y 14th,. . · 
The Future _of 
7 
American Catholicism 
• • • Lecture/D1scuss1on 
with 
David J. O'Brien-
Associate Professor of History. 
College of The Holy Cross 
Author of 
he Renewal of Amer.ican Catholicis 
\ CATHOLIC CENTER 
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According to the current 
administratrion, "we are all 
going to have to get l?Y with a 
little less". 
In this land of equality, where 
all are "created equal", all have 
"equal opportunity", just what 
does this mean? 
We are supposed to assume 
that we will all be equally getting 
by on less. Are Pentagon offi-
cials going to be having the same 
thing for dinner as an elderly 
couple on Social Security? Is the 
child of a wealthy family going 
to worry about her chance for an 
education because of student 
loan cuts? Who will be "equally'' 
getting by on less? I have images 
of an official having to give up 
his limosine service, while some-
one else chooses between heat 
~ nrl fnnrl nP.Yt h1 p11::irv 
For those that are seasonally 
employed, disabled, single 
mothers on their own with child-
ren, the poor that are poor 
because opportunity is so 
"equal"; how wiil their ''less" 
compare with the "less" that the_ 
corporate executive will have to 
deal with? 
The problem lies .not with the 
individual thatfinds it necessary 
to choose between heat and 
food. The problem lies with us as 
individuals, as we together 
create this society. The tim,e has 
come for us to stop blindly 
accepting the rhetoric, ·and to 
start accepting, and vividly see-
ing, the reality. 
We are America. We are sup- , 
posed to be continuing the tradi-
tions that this country was 
founded on: freedom, justice, 
equalitv .. Where are those basic 
tenets to be found in comparin-g 
the elderly. couples' dinner with 
th:::it of the Pentagon officials? 
Christianity 
In U.S.S.R. 
By read this article. We are not the 
Yvelte Swain most ~uthoritative people con-
C~~"':\Jtliib:& Write;r .··· yerning the Russian culture, but 
.. : · · R. ·.· ··• · · ~ ~ , .. · we do strive to learn. Your innut Are .there . uss1a~···W·l·tG•"i•01-·,,·=·-.~~-~-,,.."""~.-~.,.-"'~-. .., . ..,..';._~····-•w•;;;;,i;;;,--.w. 
. ? . . · would be appreciated. Jow Chnst. This question was Th 1 b f d · h h ·· answered by Deacon John e cu was 0 :i:ne. :wit t e 
Bacon last Wednesday during a purpose of · fa~ihanzmg ~he 
lecture on the Russian Orthadox B.S.C. students with the R\lss1an 
Church. Deacon .Bacon, a grad- language and culture. We are a 
uate of B.S.C., was kinJ enough sn:iall group. but we are deter-
to visit and share what he knew mmed to learn. Please help us 
about the Russian believers in ea:n money ~o learn more about 
the U.S. and in Russia. John this ~ystenou~ culture. ~or 
B~con is presently a deacon of more m~ormat1on concernmg 
the Russian Orthodox. Church the R:.ussian Club call 697-7975 
of America arid is therefore qual- Ask for Yvette. 
• 
• 
Your fears about losing a stu-
dent loan as compared to that of 
a wealthy person? The equality 
and justice in the chance that the 
oppressed have to change their 
status in this country as things 
stand now? We don't have 
equality. 
It's up to us. Together we can 
bring about change. Look. at 
real!ty instead oflisteningto rhe-
toric. Join your sisters and 
brothers· and demand freedom, 
equality, and justice. We are 
responsible, and we can: do it. 
To address this issue further, the 
Wotnen's Center is sponsoring a 
petitions, which will be sent to 
Congresspeople, state our con-
cerns as students about the pro-
posed budget cuts. 'We will be 
sending' them to schools across 
the nation. If yoti would like to 
help collect sign,atures, please 
stop by the Women's Center, 3rd 





The Accounting and Finance 
Club is planning an excursion to 
the. 0 finaneia:l. distri$~· ~n~New 
York City. Professor Saul Aus-
lander of the Management 
Science and Aviation Science 
Department, who worked on 
Wall Street for thirty years, is 
helping us arrange the trip. We 
are going to the Paine Webber 
stock brokerage . firm to tour 
their facilities. Paine Webber 





tve offer you the most complete 
menu in Bridgewater, everything 
from Steak to Pizza, Wine and Beer. 








le atu s ·y at 7-6071, and make your reservation today. Space will be limited so call now. In order to heip fund the trip, 
the club members sold. candy 
and walk with them on the actual bars. We also held a raffle in 
floor of the exchange. We will which first prize was a Cabbage 
see a commodities exchange Patch Preemie and second prize 
(called ·the COMEY) where a Cabbage Patch Koosa. 
goods such as oil, gold, and beef · Recently we went on a tour of 
are traded. the Boston Globe and to the 
, We will l:ake in the usual sights Kennedy Library. We are plan-
of New York City : the Empire ning to have a speaker from the 
State Building, the United Miller Brewing Co. on February 
Nations, Rockefeller Center, the 27th. Everyone is welcome. It 
Twin Towers and much much will be held in the Library lecture 
more. If anyone is interested in hall at 5:00 p.m. Look for flyers 
attending the New York City on campus. Please co.me and join 
trip, please contact Karen us!!! 
1·-;~.·-1[(~)] 
LiLE'iUl~j "· _;_j York Stock Exchange. They will 
take two people from. our group 
ified coricer~ng the Ruu~n ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SHOE 
GALLERY Mon. - Fri. 10 to 9 · Sat. church, The best way, according to . 
Dean Bacon, to experience the 
Russian church is to observe 
through · participation~ Exter-
nally, the Russian Orthodox 
Church is much like the Roman 
Catholic Church. The ceremo-
nies and rituals are quite similar. 
However, the teaching of the 
churches · differ. The Russian 
Church is based solely on the 
Bible. Any traditions that are 
part of the church are ·those 
which can be traced back to the 
Bible. By this fact, the church 
feels that it· is the closest to the 
true religion of Christianity. 
Chi Alpha 
So,. in fact, the answer to the 
question is '~yes". There are Rus-
sians who do follow Christ. 
There are few, but those who 
have survived in their Christian-
ity are in a well established 
Church. 
The Russian Club has appre-
ciated greatly those who· have 
By 
Sharon Stacy, Alumni 
Alumni WriteT 
School has been in session for 
five months now, and most of 
you have probably found your 
"niche" on campus and become 
involved in tne activities you 
wish to be. However, schedules 
are different now than they were 
the first semester, which may 
open up free time for some. For 
those of you who are looking for 
an opportunity to be involved, 
and for the new students at 
Bridgewater who may not be 
aware of the opportunities avail-
able to them. I wish to familiarize 
the reader with one of the many 
groups on campus: CHI 
, ALPHA. . . 
No, this is not a fraternity, as 
-------------1 the name suggests. The literal 
translation is "Christ's Sent 
The order"to Woodward Hall Ones." This group is similar to 
women which forced them to. other groups on campus, in that 
park -at Swenson Field has been the members all have an interest 
lifted, a,s SGA President Law-· in common and join togetherin 
~ rence reported .· on Fe.bruary fellowship, with that interest to 
12th. President Rondileau and pursue. On the other hand, Chi 
Vice President Deep. discussed· Alpha is. distinctively different from other organizations, in that 
. the matter and reversed their the . basis for their meeting 
decision. All students are to park together is not only a common 
as they didJast semest~r .. ' ' ' ·•, ·. "interest~ but a ,commop belief in 
both Catholics and Protestants. 
· ·· O.K., you say, s·o what were 
they sent here to do? The pur-
pose of the group is twofold, and 
can be ~ummed up by quoting a 
Bible verse known to all . 3.t 
Bridgewater as the school 
·motto, and.thatis "not to be min-
istered unto, but to minister." 
Firstly, the memberuninister to 
one another by lifting up each 
other in encouragement and 
prayerful support. Secondly, the 
group as a whole has the goal of 
ministering to the campus .. by 
praying for. and. r~aching out to 
other students, and offering 
opportunities to learn what the 
Christian lifestyle is all about. H 
you have a ·need,they would be 
happy fo pray for you, or to 
simply be there to listen. And.if 
you share the belief and relation-
ship with Jesus Ghrist that the· 
Chi Alphans do, I encourage you 
to drop by the Plymouth Room· 
some Thursday at 11 :00 to s~e 
what their meetings are all 
about. Not only students, but 
Faculty and Administration are 
welcome as well. On looking 
back at my years at Bridge-
water, I can truthfully say that 
being involved in Chi ~ph~ was 
the best investment of my time I 
made while there. 
PARK PLAZA 
STOUGHTON, MA 02072 
CAMPUS PLAZA 10 - 6 p·.M. 




Going on a 
Job Interview? 
Bring_ this ad with 
Y.o.u for a 10% 
savings, and if you 
get your job, we'll 
·1.0%~ 
Now 
Offer expires 5/1/85 
Later 
One coupon per item 
give you another 10% off 
your ne~.t purchase. 
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CAPSULE REVIEW /MOVIES: 
The Breakfast Club - Enough good things can't be said about 
this movie. It was cast, written and directed (by John Hughes) in a 
superior manner. The Breakfast Club is a story about five teenag-
ers who all come from different backgrounds. When forced t.o 
relate to each other during a day in school detention, the five 
discover many things about themselves and each other. It deals 
with many important issues concerning teenagers today: This is a 
movie you can't afford to miss. 
Dune - Dune is.a rather interesting film. It is difficult to under-
stand in t"he beginning, but as the movie progresses the pieces 
begin to fall into place. The special effects were outstanding! The 
plot involves the gathering of "spice" which is important to life 
existence on Dune and other surrounding planets. The spice is 
precious and difficult to obtain because of constant attacks by 
giant worms. 
Water on this desolate planet is used sparingly. A suit was 
devised that provided protection from the harsh winds, the· suit 
collects the body sweat and purifies it for drinking. Dune proved 
to be a good science fiction movie. I wouldn't recommend it as a 
pure enjoyment film; to get a full understanding you have to pay 
, very close attention to detail. · 
The Killing Fields - This movie tells of the bone chilling realities 
of the secret war in Cambodia in the l 970's. The plot revolves 




The Nails put on a superb 
high-energy show at the Para-
dise last Thursday. If you have 
heard Mood Swing, the band's 
debut album, you know that 
they are a good group. I found 
their live performance even bet-
ter than the album. The highlight 
of the show was lead vocalist 
Marc Campbell; he is a captivat-
ing and dynamic performer, his 
eyes alone seemed to be on fire. 
Campbell's style and manner-
isms reminded me of Jim Morri-
son. Interesting improvisations 
during and between songs were 
also provided by Campbell. 
Steve O'Rourke on guitar,. 
George Kaufman on bass and 
trombone, and Douglas Guthrie 
on saxophone - all performed 
with style and energy. Dennis 
McDermott provided a power-
. ful drum backing except on 88 
Lines when the band used a 
drum machine to duplicate the 
complex rhythm. The band also 
had an eccentric looking percus...; 
sionist to complete the sound. 
The Nails performed all their 
songs from Mood Swing includ-
ing rousing renditions of Every-
time I Touch You, Let it A lJ 
Hang Out, and their commercial 
hit 88 Lines About 44 Women. 
They also performed three new 
numbers and a cover of Keep a 
Grip on Yourself ~by the 
Stranglers. ·The band kept the 
crowd dancing and cheering for 
their 80 minute set. The Nails, as 
Doug Guthrie said in a W Bl M 
interview, are "the constructive 
force of a progressive rQ.ck 'n' 
roll. · 
~E~iif~~~~if :J~~~~l~~~;~~~I1l~\~~~~j~~ ·1:/::: ..ii .. ·.;;Tijice::':':Jl'';::! .. i_:.;,: .. ;
O~ce back in the states, the reporter uses all his connections to try 
and find his lost friend. :·:• :·:· 
The Killing Fields i~ a depressing movie, but quite informative :~{ j~:~ Bob Smith's ::i~~~ ~~:tp~~::e~~:\~0ci;,,~~r..:~~~; dci~~t~~~~,;..~~:::: IGram wi 
wered by seeing this movie. .... ~i ~Kristi;~;'*~:i: IA w ardsli 
~====::.:::=C I~T=::;===l::::====:Z~E Ni~"S,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;,,,,,,,\, 
CONTROL 
Shows Promise 




Citizens Control showed th.at 
they were in control when it 
comes to performing live. This 
up-and-coming rock band 
appeared at the Channel last 
Tuesday on New Music Review 
night. The lead singer, . Todd 
Poudrier, is a student here at 
B. S. C. His brother Chris plays 
dr.ums and Eric Benson does an 
ex~ellent 'job on guitar". The 
group's sound is completed by• 
John Hanson's synthesizers. 
From their first song - an 
instrumental called We Don't 
Want Good Credit - it was evi-
dent that the barid worked very 
well together. J"hey performed 
mostly their own compositions, 
including the WBIM hit Insuffi-
cient Information. The band 
also played two excellent cover 
hits including New Order's Age 
of Consent (in which Todd adds 
percussion) and Ministry's 
Effigy. 
Todd's David Byrne-like gyra.:. 
• . . "' · · . J'hoto by Mark A very 
Todd Poudrier of C1t1::ens Control Performs at the Channel · 
tions and exaggerated facial 
expressions added an interesting 
element to the show. The only 
problems they had were feed-
back and some unintelligible 
comments py .P~udrier. between 
sets. But for .a. new. band, Ci ti-: 
zen's Control shows a lot or' 
.promise. You can check out Citi· 
zens Control at the Citizen's 
Club in Bridgewater on. Febru-
ary 28th. As Todd says .. ;'•Be a 





! .. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to each 
winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres. 
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by 2:00 p;m. 
on the Friday following the issue dale. Only one entry per contest-
ant. Comment employees are ineligible. 
3. There can only be two winners a we'!k. that's all we can afford, 
so when there are more than two winners we'll have a lottery. 
4. Contest· only open to Bridgewater State College students, 
faculty and alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the Com-
ment secretary between the hours of 9:00 ·a.m~ and 2:00 p.m. A 
valid I.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should 
include the answers, your name, address. and telephone number. 
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of the Comment. 
6. The person(s) with the mosi number of correct answers will be 
- eligible to win the passes .. 
CONTEST NUMBER THREE 
l. What was the Universal Automatic Computer better known as? 
2. What did th_e "Try it, you'll like it" commercial push? 
3. What was Kohoutek, the dud of 1973? 
4. What did architect Frank Lloyd Wright call '"chewing gum for 
the eyes"? 
5. What U.S. state was the first to boast a$ I million lottery prize, 
on October 8, 1970? . ·. 
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER TWO ARE; 
Anita Ko/ton- and Heidi Mendonca 
There were. only three entries for contest number two. Why not 
take a few minutes to answer the trivia? - each winner receives 
two free movie passes good at any General Cjnema'cfor example, 
We_stgate and~ ~raintree Cin~mas) ---" it sure beats paying $4.50! · 
Am ta an~ He1Ch had four correct answers apiece. Congratulations 
. to our winners. . · 
The answers to· contest number two are: 
I. Rocky and Bullwinkle ·· 
2. Karen Anne Quinlan's 
3. yellow 
4. Rod Serling 
5. Richard Daley 
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Most high schools herein Massachusetts this week are on their 
v.inter break, and in the meantime, the major schoolboy 
basketball and hockey tournaments will be starting up towards 
the end of this week. 
In basketball, a milestone was set for the locals at West 
Bridgewater High School this past weekend as veteran head 
coach Paul Sargent, in his 21st year as head coach v.~th the 
Mayflo\ver League Wildcats, won his 300th career victory as the 
\Viidcats mauled the Black Panthers of Avon at the Cage, 53-33. 
Sargent's first career victory came at Avon 21 years ago. 
While in hockey, an era closed out last Tuesday as defending 
State Dhision I EMass hockey championMatignon (Cambridge, 
Ma.) was eliminated from post-season play by Don Bosco High 
(So. Boston}, 5-4. Matignon was looking to win their sixth straight 
EMass title this season. 
Why do I always. mention high schools in a collegiate 
newspaper? Because I feel some of my readers want to hear a 
little bit· of information about their alma maters. If anyone is 
opposed to it, let me know. I am easily persuaded, IF you give me 
some good reasons· whv, or why not. · 
Yea! Bridgewater State is o~ their way to the NCAA's this 
week. As of press time, we do not know who would be hos~ng the 
tournament, so my advice is to keep your eyes upon the bulletin 
boards around the campus, or listen to WBIM for more 
information. For head coach Bo Ruggiero, and his Lady Bears, 
the upcoming tournament will be a real test of the team's strength 
under pressure. It is more like grace under pressure however 
when senior star, and my choice as North-East Hooprrirst Team 
All-Star Cathy Baker, can control the offense with another NEH 
star sophomore JoAnn Runge, and then pull down the rebounds. 
~;akm State and Clark \\ill be two teams Bridgewater will 
probably face in the New England Regionals. Another team could 
be \\.'orcester Poly-Tech. A tough tourney is awaiting our Lady 
Bears. but the future is looking very bright for the ball club. 
Another.team looking for their sightson gold is the gymnastics 
·· .·tetl..m,·:f:o~p@t~ni,~~1:~x4-~lJD t.h~N~~~£.t0i.~mQ,o.l.toumJ!¥ .. 
at Rhode Island CoI!ege in Pro\idence. Strong competitors have 
been Joy Fessler, Ellen Chevalier, Sharon Heraty, and senior 
Gina Gallerani. But this team is not made up of just four talented 
young women gymnasts, it is made up of a team that works 
together. The v1ctories earned are team efforts, notjustindividual 
performance~. My b<!st to the team. 
Although the record doesn't show it, the men's team did pu11 off 
some very close games towards the end of the season last 
Wednesday night when they played Worcester.State. Although· 
thisis not the team that took thel982-83 Mass. State Conference 
title. it is stilLa team v.ith a lot of promise. Captain Mark Dias, and 
freshman Steve Pendenza, have been key players on this year~s 
ball dub. The team does need work, but I think that head coach 
Mark Champagne can .work Ort a promi~.ing ball club for next 
season. 
I close this week with some little tasty tid-bits from the Pu~Pu 
Platter of sports {no offense:'Eddi&. Mark, and Jim at 'HDH): · 
-Look for Gerry Cheevers to be beh:ind the bench again 
somewhere next season; · 
-Look for }Jarry Sinden .to be back behind a desk, where he 
belongs; 
-And pray thatDon Cherry, and his faithful companion "Blue", 
will be ressurected by the "Gallery Gods" and be back coach the 
Bruins again!!! Although if be doesn .. t, don't bring Fred Creighton ,1 
back, will ·ya' Harry? · 
Until the next exciting note from this cluttered desk, as we near 
the crazy times of SPRING BREAK, get into the Bears spirit. 
P.S. Say a prayer for the Bruins please! 
Anthony G. Fagen 
Sports Editor 
Editor's Note: '· 
The opinions expressed .in the sports commentaries do not 
necessarily reflect the apinions of The Comment, or of its editors. 
P.S.: All "bomb threats" and readers opinions are accepted. How-
ever, the mail will be searched/or bombs!!Seriously, please write 
and let us know your opinions on these sports columns. 
- ....r t... 1.. • Thank you! 
. Anthony G. Fagen 
Sports Edit or 
Tired of Work Study? Or Ineligible? 
Top-notch marketing· firm seeks aggressive, enterprising. 
representatives for on-campus sales. Excellent opportu~ity!! 
Make your own· hours!! Ru~h name, address, and phone 
number to: Campus Interiors, 16 Walnut Street, Su.ite 44, 




The regular season has ended 
or all winter sports. Post-season 
lay has begun for many of our 
earns. 
The women's basketball team 
24-1) were goinginto- last Fri-
day night's game against WPI 
with a chance to tie a national 
record of 24 consecutive wins .. If 
they did they'll have a chance to 
break it in the first rourid of the 
NCAA regionals this Friday 
(March I). The tournament 
should consist of BSC, Salem 
State (21-4), W. Connecticut 
(19-3) and either Clark (I 6-5) or 
RIC (15-5). The tournament site 
has not beer:i finalized at this 
writing. The bady Bears should 
be the top seed for the tournma-
ment, but you can be sure it 
wo.n't be easy pickins with the 
caliber of teams in the tourney. hockey, and softball m/ coed) 
The women's gymnastics team will have signups on Tuesday, Chris Anderson 
travels to Rhode Island College March 5th at 11 :00 a.m. in the 
this weekend for the New Eng- gym lobby. Rosters and rules 
land Division III Gymnastic will be given out at this time. 
Championship. They ended Foµrth quarter schedules will 
fheir regular season with an be available at the end of this 
impressive (7-2) record. They week in the gym lobby. Recrea-
should do very well at RIC and tional pool hours will be shor-
have an outside chance of mak- tened by an hour each night · 
ing it to the ECAC champion- (until 10:00 p.m.). Also, the cross 
ships the following weekend at · country ski room will close for 
...Albany .St.a.te..;..:.,.,,.,._;.,%n•,,,,-···":.~.~ .. -; ... ,"' .. -' "'"'""'_,,.,;t.he ... ,year on Wednesday, March 
· The men's wrestling team (7-9) 6th. Those who want to ski bet-
com peted in the New Englands ter do it now. · 
down at Wesleyan College this SIDELINES 
past weekend. Expected to do The BSC men's lacrosse club 
well are Greg Wilson (I 50), Jeff is starting to get ready for the 
Nummelin (158), · and .Brian spring season. Anyone inter-
Mills (177). ested in joining should see Mike 
The women's swim team (2-~) Storey in the Kelly Gym ... Walk-
traveled to SMU this paSi wee- ing security guard Karen Frede-
kend as well for their own New rico· is using her job to. get in 
Englands. Maura O'Neil and shape for lacrosse. When on 
Kim Hill should comeawaywith duty, she sprints across streets 
some top finishes. The men ( 4-5) , and jogs the :sidewalks ... Seniors 
go to Springfield next weekend leaving us for the last time are 
for· their version of th'e New Mark .. Anderson· and Cathy 
Englands. · Baker (basketball), Chris Ander..i 
Spring sports (baseball, soft- son, Deb Long, Deb Barlow, 
ball, women's lacros~e, ·and Lori Shippole (gymnastics); 
track) have all begun informal Greg Wilson, Jeff • Nummelin 
workol}t~· . R,egular practices (wrestiling), Robin Lataille, r--------:i 
should begin later this week. Mark Hayes, and Sean Mulhall I · TYPING 
Anyqne interested 'in joining a (swimming)~ Good luck to .all. in .
1 
Will do any kind of typing-Thesis, · 
sprin~ .s~prt .shoulc1.~ont~ctJ}le their future endeavo:rs ... T,he. Manus.cripts, .Labels,. Etc. i 
; ~t,~~Jiic Offj,~~ ,in : \~~/},~~-~.¥<" . · B~dm.Qbile '.finall~ .· .. ha$ Q.it the· . Ge~.erated o.n a word processor to i 
Winter inu;amUfalS ,.end" fl\¢Lr .: :road. Lookout ~Br1dgewator! ! I fac1lttate qu1~k changes and .·up- -j 
regular season play tomorrow· . . . . . . L~~~.~l! E•a.:!.n~~-....... 
night (Tuesday). Playoffs 1pegin . Typists note:LATE NEWS- The · . · 
this Wednesday .for all. sports ' Lady Be~s have in fact tied the·~ r;---------.1 
·(basketball (m/w)'and ~oed soc- natio.· nal. c. onsect.ive. game reco.rd. §ONE D.OUB.LE ROOM~ 
cer).Check IM, Bulletin for with a. victory against ~Pl fri- f $50 per week ~ 
playoff schedule. day night. Congradulat1ons to t (A.·. .1 bl 1 ·d •. t 1 .~ r 
.Spring intramurals (street all. · J vai a e mme 1a e Y1 J L~~~~~t!~-J 










The· Bridgewater State men's 
basketball team ended their sea-
son this past week with an (88-
87) loss to Worcester State. The 
I oss left the Bears ( l 2-14) on the 
year an (5-7) in the MASCAC 
conference. To many this would 
be considered a disappointing 
year, but it was by no means 
:hat. 
First, you have to take into 
i.ccount that this was a very 
roung team with six freshmen 
md three sophomores. Many 
:imes you'd· see four freshmen 
Jut on the court at the same 
:ime. Freshmen are prone to 
nake rookie mistakes ·and yes, 
BSC made their share this year. 
But when you compare them 
:o last season's (I 0-15) team you 
may say they only won two more 
games this year. However, many 
of those 15 losses last seas on 
were by a point spread of 20 or 
more. This year the Bears lost six 
games 'by three points or less. So 
with a little luck on our side this 
year these guys could possibly 
have been (18-8) overall, and be 
in a tie for the MASCAC cham-
pionship with an (8-4) record. 
Leading the way for the Bears 
this season was co-captain Mark 
Dias. Mark, only· a junior, aver-
aged over 20 points a game and is 
one of the premier DivisionlII 
guards in New England. He 
keeps getting better every year, 
so . his senior year should . be a 
great one to watch. 
Ellen Chevalier 
Staff Writer 
Nearing the final stages of the 
regular competitive season, BSC 
lady gymnasts improved their 
record to 6-1 after winning a tri-
meet on Sunday, February 10, 
against West Point and U. 
Maine-Farmington. With a 
total of 149.65, one of the highest 
this season, Bridgewater out-
scored both opponents by ten 
·and fourty seven points respec-
tively. Top scorers were Joy 
Fessler (all-around), Sharon 
Heraty (vault), Rita McNamara 
(vault, bars), Ellen Chevalier· 
(floor), Chris Anderson (floor, 
bars), Beth Jennings (beam), 
Gina Gallerani (beam), and Deb 
Barlow (beam). 
Travelling to Connecticut 
College on February 13, our 
gymnasts did not do as well as 
they intended. The gymnasts 
from Conn. College were a tal-
ented squad who,provided some 
good competition for BSC, the 
final score being a close 153-146. 
Competition against teams that 
are as equally talented as Bridge-
water indicates that whoever 
sure usually comes out on top. 
This kind of meet tests the men-
tal as well as physical stamina of 
a team. 
Although BSC did not win, 
some good individual scores 
kept them it the whole meet. Rita 
McNamara, Ellen Chevalier, 
Joy Fessler, Gina Gallerani, Deb 
Barlow, Sharon Heraty, Beth 
Jennings, and Ellen Plotner all 
turned in solid marks, with the 
rest of the team contributing in 
the effort for BSC. 
The New England Division III 
Championship meet, to be held 
March 2 at Rhode Island Col-
lege, will be the contest in which 
the lady gymnasts will try to 
catch Salem State and Connecti-
cut College. Both teams should 
provide a high degree of compe-
tion for BSC. Team unity, as 
well as talent, will be a deciding 
factor. 
There is one more home meet 
remaining against M.l.T. on 
Saturday, February 23, at 2:00 
p.m. in the Kelly Gym. Come 
and show your support for our 
gymnasts in the last home con-
test of the season! 





Sometimes I sit to write an 
article about the Women's bas-
ketball team and I ·don't have 
anything to jot down. I get all 
frustrated and uptight and I 
can't conjour anything to write .. 
That is exactly how I felt about 
this article! 
after winning 77-55 over Wor-
cester St. on February 20th. 
With the win, BSC stands 12-0 
against confc::rence opponents. 
Cathy Baker, Joanne Runge, 
and Carolyn Parsley have been 
nominated for art All-Star team 
and Carolyn Bouzan has been 
nominated fo!' ~'!lnsideration as 
E.C.A.C. Rookie uf the Year. 
I watched the team practice 
last Thursday night and I saw 
what really makes this team go. 
First because coach Bo Ruggerio 
wants to make every player the 
best she can be, and second, all 
the Lady Bears of Bridgewater . 
want to learn, so that they can be 
the best players possible. Also, 
from what I could' see, these 
ladies were having fun!! And get 
this-they were working hard!! 
This is a team of togetherness. It 
is most evitlent with the huddles 
the t~am has, for when they 
come together they look like a 
· tightly knit un.it. However, on a 
sad note, .Cathy Baker will con-
clude her collegiate basketball 
career in the upcoming playoffs. 
In conclusion, I would like to 
say Ladies, you're ti 1 in New 
England and I wouldn't be at all 





Heading the freshmen con-
tingent was forward Steve Pen-
denza. At only 6'3", Steve led the 
Bears in rebounding (8rpg) and 
chipped in I 8 points per game. 
He also shot an incredible 62% 
from the field. 
Freshman Rich Maguire, the 
6'8" center out of Rhode Island, 
improved 100% from the first 
game of the season to the last. He 
often got into early foul trouble 
in many games;, but he made his 
presence known on the court. He 
So what should I say? Well, 
since the last time I talked with 
you the team has won five games ! 
in a row, pushing their record to . : 
24-1. BSC is still ranked # l in • 
• New England and # 4 in the • 
nation (Division III). Some fresh • 
news has come across the line; 
however. BSC has wrapped up 
the MASCAC championshp 











• is an excellent. shooter and· free 
throw shooter for a big man. He 
blocks shots with the best 
around: 
Freshmen guards George 
Anderson, John Souza, and 
John Willis all showed flashes of 
greatness at times during the sea-
son. Anderson became more 
accustomed to the offense as the 
year went on, learning what he 
could and could not do on the 
court. Souza played with tnore 
control late in the season and 
became one of the top assist 
leaders in the conference. Willis 
is a deadly outside shooter in the 
mold of a BilJ Scigliano of 
yesteryear. 
Guard Steve Lopes, with a 
year µnder his belt, and newco-. 
mer Jeff Barry (forward) played 
with much more confidence as 
the year progressed. Jon .Hanlon 
and Tom Hartley made some 
key contributions during the sea-
son as well. , could look to in times of trouble. 
Forward Mark ·Anderson is So you see records can often 
YOU THE MONEY TO KEEP 
ON GROWING. 
-· • 
• If you 1re finishing up YC?ur first : 
r.vo years of college and you ve decided : 
to go on, to complete your education, : 
but you don't know where the money's : 
going to come from, here's· a possible : 
·solution. : 
· The Army College Fund. : 
Here's how it works. You qualify : 
to train in a skill you'd like to learn, one : 
that entitles you to the Army College : 
Fund. Then each month you put aside : 
some of your Army salary. Just like a· : 
savings account. Except the government : 
·rn:atches your savings 5 for 1 or more. : 
In two years, you could have : · 
$15,200 for college. Your Army Recruit.. : 
er has a booklet that explains all about : 
Army College·Fund. · : 
Pick one up. SFC JOHN KEMP i 
• 
· 6 Trescott St. : 
Taunton, Ma. : 
Tel. 822-4291 : 
• ARMY. . : 
BEALLYOU.CAM. BE.~. 
.. 
the only senior on this squad., be mislea.ding. Bridgewater 
Mark had a slow start due to an State does have a good men's 
injury early in the season, but basketball team. This was a 
finished off in a strong fashion. "growing" year. for everybody. 
Probably the most improved Next year will be the year of' 
player on last year's squad, "maturity". When that happens 
Mark was one o.f the few vete~ the. ~dcled . wi11s, ·Vt'.Qn't be .far 
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For the past two weeks, the 
Celtics have been working over-
time trying to hold back the Six-
ers from taking the divisi9n lead. 
The Celtics started the road trip 
ip. Portland by losing, big time, 
to the Trailblazers. The next 
night they took on the Seattl~ 
Supersonics, and repayed 
Gerald Henderson by them (The 
Sonics beat the Celtics a .,few 
weeks earlier in the Garden). A 
couple nights later, the Celtics 
"barely" squeaked by the lowly 
Golden State Warriors. Then it 
was off to Los Angeles to face 
the Lakers. Boston was strong 
throughout the first half until 
Robert Parish went down with 
an ankle injury. Boston lost the 
game in the final minutes. as 
Magic Johnson had his best 
game as a pro. Twenty-four 
hours later. the Celtics travelled 
to Utah to face the Jazz, minus 
Parish and Cedric Maxwell, and 
beat them handily. Larry Bird 
almost made NBA history that 
night. nearly producing a quad-
ruple douhle (a player who 
scores in double figures in 
points. rebounds, assists, and 
steals). He ended the night with 
30 points,""' 12 reboun,ds, 10 
assist~~·. and . 9 s~~~~~§7 .9:e.~} .. <Fng 
that ·hccausc. ()f the wide margin 
the Celtics were ahead by. he 
would sit down and be satisfied 
\\ ith the victory. Boston finished 
their west coast swing in Denver 
with a Joss against the Nuggets. 
The Celtics started the road 
trip with 12 men. By the time the 
Lakers game was over. the Cel-
tics had lost 'four players. Both 
Robert Parish and M.L. Carr 
went down with sprained ankles, 
but should hopefully return 
within a week. Quinn Buckner 
came down with a case of tonsil-
litis. but should return this week. 
However. Cedric Maxwell is a 
different story. Maxwell had 
been suffering from tendonitis in 
his left knee earlier, but his con-
dition grew worse. Maxwell on 
Friday (February 22) was slated 
Jo have arthroscopic (explora-
tory) surgery performed. After 
the surgery, it will take around a 
week to ten days until he will be 
able to play again. The Celtics 
did alright qn the road trip, con-
sidering the circimstances they 
were face with. It is scary when 
players start falling one by one. 
People raelly get "scared" when 
they see Greg Kite replace 
Robert Parish in the starting 
position. Hopefully these 
injured "warriors" will heal 
quickly so the Green Machine 






On Wednesday, February 13, 
Bruins' G.M. Harry Sinden 
announced that head coach 
Gerry Cheevers had been fired'. 
To those who have been follow-
ing the team lately, the decision 
should not have come as a big 
surprise. 
The guillotine has been rising 
·all season, and it was only a mat-
ter of time before it fell. What is 
most impressive, however, is the 
professional manner with which 
Cheevers is handling the sensi-
tive situation. Obviously he is 
disappointed, but if he is bitter 
or resentful, he has been hiding it 
well. He is aware of and has 
always accepted the precarious 
position of a head coach, to 
whom all eyes tum when the 
going gets tough. Cheevers has 
also stated that he understands 
Sinden's reasoning; after 
exhausting all other avenues in 
trying to improve the team's per-
formance, there was no other 
choice than to fire the coach. 
Cheevers hasn't exactly been 
silent of course, stating that the 
reason for the Bruins' sub-par 
season was a general lack of mot-
ivation amongst the players. 
Some of the players, in turn, 
have said that Cheevers had 
**ICE CHIPS** 
Ray Bourque set a record in 
the all-star game with four 
assists. Not bad considering the 
competition. 
With 22 games left on their 
regular season schedule, the 
Edmonton Oilers have already 
clinched a playoff berth. 
If the regular season were to· 
end with Montreal in· first, and 
Boston in fourth, as has been the 
case for most of the season, the 
playoff picture would be almost 
identical in the Adams Division. 
The only difference would be 
that the Canadiens would have 
the home ice advantage. 
The fact that the Bruins, with 
their 26-25-8 record are a shoe-in 
to make the playoffs (Hartford is 
13 points behind at this point) is 
a condtition that reflects the rel-
ative insignificance of the regu-
lar season in the N.H.L. and 
probably goes a long. way 
towards explaining the often 
addressed lack of motivation. 
".faile4.tQ.:,..tnotivatethem •. Wher.e ·0 •••• 
the blame is to lie is only a matter 
of one's point of view. Players 
love to blame coache~ and 
coaches love to blame players. In 
the long run, however, it doesn't 
matter whether the "Cheese" got 
moldy, or the players just 
stopped eating it. What matters 
" is the obvious fact that a change 
was needed and it is much easier 
to change one coach than it is to 
.change a number of players. 
~ COLLEGE STUDENTS 
.. 
~National company has 
~ immediate openings for col~ege 
~ students. Full and parttime. 
~ flexible hours. Above average 
earnings. Scholarship bonuses. 
Can lead to high level 
~ managerial position upon 
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''This is the year the Red Sox 
will win the pennant." HOLD 
EVERYTHING! First, I am sick 
of hearing this! Why not say, 
"Hey, the Red Sox have a good 
chance at being a contender this 
year." Save th~ "winning it all" 
until they are still contending 
come this September. All of that 
money that the owners have just 
spent just makes everybody feel 
better. It doesn't necessarily 
mean that the team is going to 
play better. 
For example, Jim Rice had 
better become "Mr. Clutch", 
instead of his usual "Mr. 
Choke". For the money he is get-
ting, he had better change. 
Another example~ third base 
man Wade -Boggs. He may be 
getting a pretty round figure ($1 
million), but he does the job. 
It is great that the Red Sox 
have almost signed everyone and 
now can get down to serious bus-
iness. Personally, I would'iove to 
see the Red Sox a top contender, 
but I will riot say anything else. 
(Editor's Note: 
As of Friday, February 22, ·three 
players have yet .to sign •vith the 
ball club. Those plaJ'ers are 
pitchers "Oil Can" Boyd, Roger 
Cle111ens. and Al Nipper. As of 
today's issue, the pichers and 
catchers are ·beginning their 

























To master you.r career in business, see 
The Specialist: Bentley Graduate. School. !rn .Bentley College Graduate School Waltham, MA 02254 
Organizations in today's complex business world 
neecf"5C0ffi' competent general managers and 
skilled specialists with expertise in specific busi· 
ness functions. That's why Bentley College offers 
students a choice of five different graduate busi-
ness programs. 
You can select .from. four specialized master of 
science programs, in accountancy, computer 
information systems, finance or taxation, to com~ 
plement your undergraduate degree in liberal' 
arts, science, or business. Or choose our unique 
MBA program that, unlike most other MBAs, is 
tied into our specialized progr8.11JS, allowing 
you six areas of concentration -~lus interaction 
with fellow students and professors with special-
ized perspectives. 
Located just nine miles from Boston on Route 128, 
Massachusetts' high-technology highway, Bentley 
College offers graduate programs that mirror the 
real-world business environment where general 
managers and their more specialized colleagues 
work hand-in-han.d to achieve success for their 
organizations and, their own careers. 
If you're looking to be the master of your 
business future, see The Specialist. Send thi$ 
coupon to the Bentley College Graduate 
























Yes, I'd like to learn more. Please send me 
information on the following programs: 
D MS in Accountancy D MS in Taxation· 
O MS in Computer D MS in Finance 
Information Systems 
D Master in'Business Administration 
I am interested in: D Full-time D Part-time 
study study 
Street---------:----------
City ______ State ___ Zip ___ _ 
College ___________ --.:. ___ _ 






Please help me. I am twenty 
years old. I eat until I can't swal-
low another bite, then throw up 
and eat more food. I know it's 
disgusting. I get very depressed 
and cry myself to sleep. I can't 
tell my parents, because they 
would just get angry and tell me 
to stop throwing up, but it's not 
that easy. What should I do? 
What's wrong with me? What 
kind of diet will work? 
Troubled 
Dear Troubled 
You don't need a diet , you need 
medical help. Your problem is 
more serious than just staying on 
a diet . You have bulimia, an 
_eating disorder, ·but you can get 
help! You can seek information 
and help from the College 
Health Service,the counseling 
center, or you may want to drop . 
by the Plymouth County Room 
(opp. info booth) in the S.U. 
tues. evenings T:-9pm~ and talkto 
someone who is going through 
the same thing that you are. It is 
not a easy thing that you are 
going through but there are peo-




I am a commuter who just 
moved into a dorm . I am having 
trouble meeting new people. I 
know that their are many groups 
· on campus that I would like to 
join. However, I don't know 
where to find any of them. Could 
you please give me some ideas as 
to where I could find some infor-
mation on these groups. I know 
it's late in the semester,but I 




The best place to find an accti~ 
rate list of Clubs and Organiza-
tions on campus is in the Student 
Handbook. There, you · most 
likely will find an organization 
that will spark your interest. 
Meeting dates and times are 
usually posted around Campus. 
or announced in The Comment. 
The best place to check would be 
the Student Government Associ-
ation Office located on the 3rd 
floor of the S~udent Union 
Building. Rozz Morrison the 
S.G.A. secretary or any one of 
the people up there will be more 
than willing to help. It's never to 
late to join a, clubs or organiza-






Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18) Your 
time and efforts towards helping 
others will finally pay off. 
Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20) This is 
your week for making money. 
Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19) This will 
be. a good week for boosting 
your ego. 
Taurus (Apr 20-May 20) This is 
a good week for accompli-
shments 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) Look 
for a surprising development at 
the weeks' end 
Cancer(June 23-Aug 22) Watch 
out for reckless adventures, they 
could lead to misfortunes. · 
Leo (July 23-Aug 22) Party this 
week! Spend some time with 
people you haven't seen in a long 
time. 
Virgo(Aug 23-Sep 22) All of 
your hard work will lead to suc-
cess by the end of the week. 
Libra(Sep 23-0ct 22) This week 
you will figure out how to fulfill 
the needs of your lover and your-
self at the same time. 
S<:orpio(Oct 23-Nov 21) More 
money and more love at the end 
of the week. 
Sagittarius (Nov .22-Dec 21) If 
your Valentine's wish didn't 
come true there's still time. 
Capricorn (Dec 22;,.Jan 19) The 
warm weather should bring you 
great happiness for many 
reasons. 
AWAY FROM HOME 
ALWAYS 
and the 
cheese .... '' on y,our pizza .. _ 
*SUPER HOT GRINDERS *GARDEN SALADS *HOMEMADE SPAGHETTI 
I · I 
CAMPUS PLAZA, BRIDGEWATER 697 ... 333 
. ~-' ~·~ .. "" .. ,.'·., ~ .... ·•· .. · .. ·,,.··~ ... 
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GREE~K LETTERS 
Phi Pi Delta 
Have you been considering 
joining a fraternity or sorority? 
If you have then you really 
should think carefully about 
which organization . is best for 
you. Probably.after careful con~ 
sideration you might choose our 
fraternity, Phi Pi Delta. 
Phi Pi Delta consists of a 
group of men and women, on 
and off campus, who are inter-
ested in participating in the 
social life at B.S.C., and in assist-
ing the college whenever possi-
ble. The Brotherhood and 
Sisterhood of Phi Pi Delta, 
B.S.C. 's first co-ed Fraternity, 
sees a Fraternity as being a good 
basis for a welJ rounded college 
life, and as a way to participate 
in social activities with a group 
of men and ·women who become 
close friends. 
An important concept of the 
Brotherhood/ Sisterhood is the 
extreme diversity within the 
membership. Here, there exists a 
group who get together because 
the'y are interested informing 
friendships with. more people, 
and are interested in participat-
ing in a worthy social organiza-
tion on campus. The frat~rnity 
consists of men and women with 
different social backgrounds and 
career interests. 
Choosing to work with the 
students and administration of 
the college, we strive for the bet-
terment of the college commun-
.ity at large. Several members of 
our fraternity presently hold 
offices in the Student Govern-
ment. 
Phi Pi Delta takes a certain 
pride in its achievements on 
campus. The fraternity has been 
involved in a wide range of 
events which distinguish us from 
other fraternities. Phi Pi Delta 
has been an active sponsor for 
the past ten years for the Red 
Cross Blood drives on campus. 
We have a)so been a major force 
in collecting money for the 
Shrivers Institute for retarded 
children. We enter a float in the 
Homecoming Parade every year. 
We also put on social events like 
dances, raffles, promo nites, and 
many other events. · 
So, as you can see there is a lot 
to do, and you a.re more than 
welcome to join. We emphasize 
that Phi Pi Delta consists of 
quite a diverse group of people-
' both on and off campus stu.-
dents. If you are interested in 
finding out more'about Phi Pi 
· Delta,· you can come to our rush 
· meeting Tuesday Fe.b. 26 at 
11 ;00 am in SU room 2. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
There is. a little boy.from Sco-
tland, who is dying of cancer. His 
simple .request is to get into the 
Guiness Book of World Records 
for receiving the most postcards, 
Kappa Phi Omega is· urging all 
to participate and answer his 
dreams. 
·HERE'S HIS ADDRESS: 
Little Bud~y 
P.O. Box 76 
Paisley RE z\:rewshire, . 
POS'rAGE 28t 
Wante~:M/F Roommate to share my 
very spacious three room apartment on 
Brockton's North side (25 min. from 
~c~. o? dead end . street; quiet bu1ld1~g; nice neighborhood; Everything ~ 
(all ut1l., rent & food) incl. for $75/wk 
.Must like cats• and be non·smoker. 
Quiet, serious, considerate, neat: 
mature, clean, responsible, etc.,etc. 
Student obviously preferred! Apt. also 
comes w/answering machine, 19" color 
TV, cable, washer/dryer, commodore ......._ 
64 computer w/disc drive &soft ware, 
and much,· much, more. Excellent · ..-.. 
~pportunity for the right person!! Move 
· m A.S.A.P ·For more info call Carol588-
8476 eves. after 6 pm. Serious inquiries 
orily. · 
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.Executive Trivia 
By 
President Adrian Rondileau 
Contributing Writer POEMS Senior Corner 1. What baseball teams 
did B;:i he Ruth play for? 
2. Who was the famous batter 
who, during his playing career, 
\Vas second only to George 
Herman Ruth in number of 
home runs hit, who died while 
choking on a piece of meat at 
the age of 59_? 
3.\Vhat were some of Georoe 
Herman Ruth's nicknames/" 
4.\Vhat other things was Babe 
Ruth famous for? 
5. With what baseball team did 
Babe Ruth hit his last three 
home runs? 
Answers: To Executive Trivia 
President Adrian Rondileau . 
Contributing Writer 
1. Boston Braves, Boston Red 
Sox, New York Yankees 
2. Jimmy Fox 
3. Bambino, Babe, King of Swat 
4. As a pitcher four consecutive 
scoreless innings in pitching in a 
world series. He also. once held 
the record for the largest number 
of strike-outs in a world series 
games. 
5. Boston Braves 
WHAT DO YOU SEE? 
Young woman, young man, 
What do you see 
When you see me? 
Am I a relic? A throwback? A 
fool? 
A constant interruption 
In your classes, in your school? 
I know I sometimes try too hard, 
Not knowing who to be. 
It's hard to thrive, to learn and 
grow. 
Doesn't that sound familiar? 
I'm an older student; that is true. 
But we are more alike than 
different. 
6 \Vho was the only star 
player on the Yankees . that 6· Lou Gehrig 
Deborah Allen 
Class of '85 · 
Babe Ruth was not jt:alous of? · 
· ~ 7. Antone Bruckner 
7.Who was the Jamous 
composer who considered 
himself to bt: as sw.:cessful as 
Beethoven. anJ also consid-
en:d himsl'lf to be a worthy 
successor (1r Beethoven. and in 
his last two years of his lire, 
when he was 80-82, was often 
round ()fl his knees praying 
that he would have the hc~dth 
and su ength to l'inish his 
m ~· s t c r p i c c e . h i s N i n t h 
s~ rnphony? 
8.WhL> was the. 1·amou;; 
scienti-.t \\ lw said, "God docs 
not pla~ dil.'.L' \Vith the world"'? 
9.Who was the President who 
\\In<; ; . .famous fM the. H0tiz..L 
, Di \ id e d . Speech-A . tf o t; s c · 
Di\ ided Against Itself Cannot 
Stand'! 
8. Albert Einstein 
9. Abraham Linc~ln 
10. From the Bible - New Tes-
tament, quoting the words 
attributed to Jesus of Nazareth. 
11. When He was healing people 
from all kinds of problems 
(physical; mental, emotional) 
those people who did not believe 
said He was an evil man and He 
was doing these good th.ings with 
the help of Satan. In other 
words. Jesus was saying that if 
the chief evil person, Satan (or 
Beelzebub), was helping to do 
good things, his kingdom of evil 
could' norsra:ncro·ecauseTfwourd ... 
then be a house divided against 
itself. 
GOODBYE 
I know it's over ' 
I know it must end. 
I just wish you told me, 
Not one of my friends. 
It's hard enough to say goodbye 
But to her, you know 
I had to lie. 
I said it didn't matter. 
I told her I didn't care. 
I was glad to get rid of you 
Now I could look elsewhere. 
I can 1t look elsewhere, 
You know it's true 
Until I can get over 
The memory of you. 
Please do me one favor, 
Just this last .one~ • etr rrieVsov~r~·~, ,.;;,."-~ , ..... ··--
Tell me we're through. 
IO. \VhL·rc did that President 12. Charles Darwin 
get tile e\pn.:ssion-A House 
I have to hear it, just once, 
from you. 
Joanne Pasquinelli 
Dividt::d Against· I isclf Cannot. 13. "The Origin of Spr~ies" 
Stand'? 
11 Jn \\l1at connection did 
.ksus say-.\ House Divided 
. .\.gainst llsdf Cannot Stand'? 
12.Who wi1s .the ·famous 19th 
century scientist who enjoyed 
m us le i. m mens e I y in his 
) Dunger days but regretted he 
didn't listen to music for a 
number of years wj1en he was 
concentrating on his major 
sc_ientific work. I.n his later 
. yea rs he deeply regretted he 
· had lost the capacity for 
enjoying music'? 
13.What great book was that 
Scientist · writing which was 
co n s i de red t r·e m en d o u s l v 
revolutionary in it impact o~ 
scientific and theological 
thinking? 
14.The author of this world 
shaking book was not ready 
to publish it. When - he did. 
what· precipi t.ated him to 
pub~ish it? 
15. WhaC'w2's~"1he basic and 
controversial idea or mechan-
ism the author developed in 
that book? 
16:Name three very famous 
p~ople who were born in 
1809? 
14. The publication by another 
scientist, Alfred Russell Wal-
lace, outlining the same theory 
without giving the details of evi-
dence that Charles Darwin had 
.gathered in hiswork. 
15. The Survival of the fittest 
16. a. The sixteenth President of 
the United· States, Abraham 
Lincoln 
b. The great English Scierlti~t •. 
Charles Darwin 
c. The great English P9et, Alfred 
Lord Tennysop. .· · •· . 
WORDS OF WISDOM 
Didactic (di-dak'-tik) 
Instructive, containing moral 
lessons. 
"Model yourself after the pin 
whose head keeps 'it from going 
too far!!" 
Joke of the Week 
What do you get when you cross 
cows and ducks? Milk and 
quackers! 
Submitted. By Laura Clark 
Discover half-price paperbacks at Annie's 
*Browse through over 30 categories 
from bestsellers to rare finds 
*Buy gently read paperbacks at half-price 
o.r trade you~s for credjt and save more!!! 
An·nie's Book Stop"· ttft4. 
The Great American Book Exchange ~ .... 
1753 South Main St. OPEN ~.'~ 
(Next to D'Angelo's) 7 .--='=--:: Brockton~ Mau. DAYS -~::-
IT'S NQT TCX> IATE!! 
MONTREAL SPRING WEEKENDS 
$59,00 plus $19.00 tax & service 
482 Main Street 
Malden, Ma 02148 
(617) 321-3993 
Includes: Round trip trans. in luxury Motor Coach plus 
_ 3 days - 2 nights at Hotel Sherbourg in 
~ . downtown Montreal or Holiday Inn. 
• ayrne_n t. 1n. full one week prior to departure. 
Drinking· age 18. . . Departure Dates: 
Night clubs open till 3 AH. 
Mar. 2 - 4 Mar. 16 - 18 
1:' N0'PERS0NAV OIECKS~i. · '• · Mat': ·9 - l'I:·· ·Mar.; 23 • 25 
•' ·, - ' - ""'- ~ .... "l' " .. l 
• ~- ~"' :~, .JI. ·-~'. " ... f t.i ,;fo ""· •• .c ... ~ " • 
A REASON OF TIME 
With the change of every Season 
There is a change in our Reason 
We begin to wonder 
Who and how and why 
Time becomes our Enemy 
We search for more and more 
We get less each time we look 
Time is out there looking at us 
. We see it every day 
Day's become months 
Months become Season's 




One night a man had a dream. 
He dreamed he was walking 
along the beach with the Lord. 
Across the sky flashed scenes 
from his life. For each scene, he 
noticed two sets of footprints in 
}he sand; one belonged to him, 
and the other to the Lord. 
When the last scene of his life 
flashed before him, he looked 
back at the footprints in the 
sand. He noticed that many 
times along the path of his life 
there was only one set of foot-
prints. He also noticed that it 
happened at the very lowest and 
saddest times of his life. 
This really bothered him and he 
questioned the Lord about it 
"Lord, you said that once I 
decided to follow you, you'd 
, W~,l~ W~~l\ !ll~,J.Ul the way~ But I 
10n~~tMeft':''tn~f''~ifil~·the··~ 
most troublesome times in my 
life, there is only one set of foot-
prints. I do.n't understand why 
when I needed you most you 
would leave me." 
The Lord replied, "my precious, 
precious child, I love you, and 
would never leave you. During 
your times of trial and suffering, 
when you see only one set of 
footprints, it was then that I .car-
ried you." 
Author Unknown 
(submitted by Chi Alpha) 
Dear Seniors, 
Believe it or not .... This is it! 
That's right, last semester at 
BSC! Before we know it we will 
be putting on our caps and 
gowns. The Oass Officers are 
working to make our last semes-
ter at BSC "the Best". We are 
currently working on plans for 
senior week and other activies. 
Some of the traditional senior 
c~ass events include, a senior 
dmner dance, a farewell party, a 
student faculty luncheon, and a 
"booze cruise." We are open to 
new creative and innovative 
ideas and look forward to hear-
ing your suggestions. Our meet-
ings our Sunday evenings at 8:00 
on the third floor of the Student 
Uni<;>n. O_r you. ~an drop off sug-
gest10ns m wntmg at our mail-
box in the Info Booth, also in the 
Union or contact any of the 
officers. 
President Jeff May 697-4235 
V.P. Laura Leone 687-1479 
Treasurer Lenny Mihalovich 
697-1541 
Secretary Sue French 697-5397 
Social Director Lisa Brigida 
697-0053 -
Publicity Director Pam 
Rheaume 697-5362 . 
Thank you for your time and 
effort. 
Sincerely, 
The officers of the class of 1985. 
ANNOUNC~MENTS FOR 
SENIOR CORNER 
Senior Potraits will be taken in 
the Union (make-up room) Feb. 
26~27,artd 28. March 27 and 28. 
Pictures are due by Spring 
Break, Exceptions will be made. 
Also if you haven't ordered your 
cap and gown, check with the 
office of Student Services!!! 
COMMENCEMENT -
'FRIDAY MAY 24 11:00 
a.m. 
Beachcomber Tours 
PRESENTS ITS 16TH ANNUAL 





COMPLETE TOURS FROM: 
s199.oo* 
*PRICES INCLUDE AL~ TA;>CES AND SERVICE CHARGES!! 
$:!5.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACE. AVAILABLE 
CONTACT: MARLENE 
697-1493 
Beachcomber Tours, Inc. 
1325 MILLERSPORT !:fGWY. 
WILLIAMSVIL.Le NY 14221 
1716) 632.-3723 

The Comment Monday, February 25, 1985 









It's that time 
~,, 
~-· 




BEER & WINE 
WlLL BE SERVED 
the Class of '85 
T .. Shirts for Seniors!!! . I 
I ., ~ FREE!! the ~lass of '85 • y 
••c()me ()n Seni()rs & 
Sh()W YC>Ur -spirit•• 
SPC>nsvred bY the Class ()f •st> 
Thurdsay 
Assorted Juices 
















Assorted Cold. Cereal 
Fresh Fruit 
Eggs to Order 
French Toast 
Assorted Donuts 
Toast I butter I jelly 
Sunday Brunch 
Assorted Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereal 
Fresh Fruit 































Chinese Chow Mein 









Beef Noodle Soup 
Fi~h Square on Bun 
H~t Pastrami on a Bun 
Waxed Beai:is 
Potato Gems 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Meatball Sub 
Hot Turkey (Open Faced) 









Beef Vegetable Soup 
Hot Pastrami on a Bun 
Chicken a la King 





Sheppard's Pie w/Gravy 
Peas w/ Mushrooms 
Tomato Soup 
Manicotti 
Roast Pork Loin w/gravy 











Beef Noodle Soup 
Pork Cutlet w/ Gravy 
Stuffed Shells 
Mashed Potatos 
Zuchini in tomatos 
Peas 














Beef Vegetable: Soup 
Roast Leg of Lamb 






Steak w / Sauteed Onions 
and Mushrooms 




~~c,,.. is the ti:::e to start: your su=er job search. Considerable 
inf:;r--ation cm all types of positions for all t:;tpes of majors is now 
available in the CP? office. Sbme programs include: Federal Gov't 
(~<ar"'l and Regional positior:s) Environmental Intern Progra.'1l (2/2/85 
deadline), Trip Leader (Bi~e) for American Youth Hostel in USA and 
overseas, Overseas ca.mp positions ~itb 1:1:CA (Feb. 28 deadline), 
theatre position in rSA, technical positions with national companies, 
plus many others. 
WOR..~SHOP )_'ffi RECRUITING SCHEDl'LES AVAII.;...BLE 
S~nicrs wanting co participate in the on-campus recruiting program 
should stop in now to pick up their copy of the spring recruiting 
schedule. Listed are the organizations com:Lng to campus, the positions 
available, majors required, and daces and times. The program starts 
the week cf February 6th and requirRs advanced sign up. 
Workshops on the topics of: Job Search, Resumes, Interviewing, 
and Suwner Jobs will be held throughout the semester. A schedule of 
these can be picked up in the CPP office. 
Jli~IORS 
. GTE Laboratories Summer Industrial Undergraduate Research 
Participation Program is now ac~epting applications until :-larch 11,1985. 
To be elig:Lble, you :nust be a current junior who will have senior 
status in September '85, and also have minimum overall GPA of 3.0 
(4.0 scale). Students of exceptional promise entering their junior 
year in 9/85 will also be considered. Ma~rs considered are: Biology, 
Chemistry, Computer Science, Math, Psychology, and Physics. 
Approximately 45 students will be chosen and each will receive 
$170 a week stipend. GTE Laborator:l.es will provide free room and board 
(14 meals a week) for participants; in addition, they will provide air 
transportation to the GTX facility for all non-local participants (that 
is students who ~o not live or attend school within 100 miles of the 
facility). 
VOLU~"TEER BACKCOU!ITRY PROGRAM-wHITE MOUNTAINS. ~ti 
Positions are available for sul!Dller '85 as a volunteer in the 
Backcountry Program. Food and lodging are provided as is training by 
the U.S. Forest Service and the Appalachian Mountain Club. Apply ASAP. 
Information is available in the CPl' office oi by writing: Volunteers, 
White Mountain National Forest, P,.O. Box 638, Laconia, mt 03247 
PARK, FOREST, & RFSOURSE ASSISTAN'T PROGRAM 
The Student Conservation Association coordinates a volunteer 
program for students (all majors) who have an ~nterest in working in 
parks, forests, wildlife refuges, and BLM area. !},eadline to apply is 
~!arch !st. There are 940 positions in over 230 different settings 
ranging from management projects in·Alaska to fishery science in 
Washington. Housing and a subsistence allowance for food and laundry 
is provided as is travel funds for the trip from home to the program 
site. Application are in CPP office or write: The Student Conservation 
Association Inc., P.O. Box S~OC, Charlestown,·:-ffi 03603, 603/826-3206. 
PAID SUMMER INTER-~SHIPS - SUMMER '85 
A. Mass Senate Summer Internship Program. (8 weeks6/3~7/26/85) 
Work in State House. Pay $160/week. All majors elibib'..e. 
Apply by: April 3, 1985. Applications in CPP office. 
B. Public Policy Internship Progralll . 
The Mass Internship ofUce has just announced a: new pcag·r·am 'for·. 
students interested in st111te government as. a career. Must be 
a senior in fall '85. Earn $170/week. Choice of many 
departments in Boston. Apply by March 1, 1985. Application 
and program description in CPP office. All majors eligible. 
C. Yankee Intern Program 
12 week program in New Englan::!states for students interested 
in historical preservations. All majors eligible. Pay, is 
$2,500. Deadline to apply is March 13, 1985. Applications, 
project descriptions, other info avail3ble in CPP office. 
BUSI:-IESS WEEK 'GUIDE TO CAREERS 
The February/March 1QR5issue of the publication is available in 
che C~P office. Supplies are limited so pick your copy up ASAP. It 
contains articles an Fl i H" hi · y Y ng lg n Aviation. :-!atchine Vour .Tnh w:lth 
our Personality, Launching Your Career in Teleconnnunications. 
SEVERAL. !-IEW PUBLICATIONS NOW IN THE CPP OFFICE INCLliDE: 
*The Perfect Resume - Tom Jackson 
*The Studant Guide to.Mass Media I;ncer~ships 1985 
Vol. ! - Print, Vol. II - Broadcast 
*Internships and Caree.rs in International Affairs 
Tues., Feb. 26 ·10-4 SO. SHORE RESPITE CARE DIRECT CARE WORKERS 
Wed., Feb. 27 LD-4 BOSTON FINANCIAL DATA ENTRY LEVEL ACCT. , 
SERVICES COMP . OPERATORS 
Thur., Feb. 28 9-4 ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTE...'15 COMP~TER PROGRAMMERS 
FROM: DENNY CIGANOV!C. CAREER PI.A..'rnING A.."ID PLACID1ENT 





DEPARTMENT OF EARTH SCIENCES AND GEOGRAPHY 
·& 
EARTH SCIENCES AND GEOGRAPHY CLUB 
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEG,E 
pr:esent 
Dr. Robert J. Dillman 
Viqe President, Academic Affairs 
Bridgewater State College 
"CHINA: Old and New, A GeograJ2hic Per_~pective" 
Wednesday, February 27~ 1985 
7:30 p.m. · 
* * * 
